




NETWORK COMPUTERS, THE ISDN, COMPUTER
MEMORIES AND INTERNET PROBLEMS

COMPUTER
MEMORIES

The reeent news that memory
prices have been sent soartng
because producers in South
Korea have slashed their pro-
duction of DRAMs (dynamic
random access memo ries) by
more than a third is not all that
surprising. The trouble with
this kind of memory is that it
has become too complicated.

UnH! recently, the device
that held down the speed of
pes was the microprocessor.
Today, a modern microproces-
sor such as Motorola's PowerPC
is so fast that the rest of the pe
cannot keep up with it. Future
microprocessors such as the P7
will make the situation even
worse.

The device that slows down
these modern pes is the
DRAM, which is used to store
commands and data while the
microprocessor does its number
crunching. lt Is not the DRAM's
capacity (up to 64 Mb) but the
rate at which da ta can be stored
into it and retrieved from it.

A DRAM, in contrast ro the
rnuch more expensive 5RAM
(static random access rnemory),
uses only one transistor Per
memory cell. Since each cell
stores one data bit, a modern
DRAM needs to contain only 64
million transistors. However,
the network lnterconnecting all
these transistors causes interfer-
ence, timing problerns and
noise. These in turn llmit the
rate at which da ta can be input
and output.

Ta increase the rate, that is,
to increase the volume of data
transferred in a given time
period, the channel width may

be increased, allowing more
bytes to be transferred simulta-
neously, or the clocking speed
can be stepped up.

'Iraditionally, designers have
tended to increase the channel
width (to as much as eight
bytes). Now, however, 3 small
Californian chlp company, Ram-
bus, has approached the prob-
lern in a different way: the man-
ner in which a DRAM Interfaces
with the outside world. Ta do
this, their designers have altered
the device's layout by replacing
the network of signalling llnes
by a bus in which alt the leads
are parallel and of the same
short length. This enabled them
to increase the dock. In their de-
sign, the channel width is one
byte, but the byte rate is
600 MBps. and they reckon that
this rate can be increased by
200 MBps per year. Since the
rate can also be doubled by
adding a second bus, Rambus's
designers hope to have produc-
tion models that transfer data at
a rate 1.6 GBps by 1999.

The design has so impressed
Intel, the world's largest chip
rnaker, that its microprocessors
will from 1999 onwards be con-
figured to work solely with the
Rambus design.

The new ccnfiguration
should enable realistic 3-D
graphlcs to be used on a pc.just
refreshing a PC's screen when it
is running such graphics may
require 500 MB per second. So,
even with the new device. a
third of its capability is needed
to run the screen. And that is
before considering PCs start
equipped with a DVü (digital
video disk) drive that will re-
place the CD-ROM drive in a

few years' time. (Think. of what
size of memory will be required
to decompress and present a
full-Iength movie on one of
these new discs).

ISDN
The Integrated Services Digital
Network - ISDN - has evolved
owing to the problems associ-
ated with analogue telephony
systems. There are considerable
advantages thar can be gained
by changing to a system that
will allow the end-to-end trans-
fer of informatton in a digital
manner. Once such a transition
has been made, the advantages
are:

1. Greater reliability due to the
use of ISDN.

2. Faster access speed due to
the introduction of dual tcne
multi freqIlency (DTMF) di-
alling instead of pulse di-
alling.

3. Computer eccess to the sys-
tem wh ich gives rise to the
concept of connnner-inte-
gmted telephollY (CIT), where
the power of the computer
can be combined with the
communicattons power of
the ISDN.

4. By introducing CIT, many
new services such as video,
data and Group 4 high-
speed facsimile can be intro-
duced into the telephony
system in a truly integrated
mariner.

For reasons of economy, the ser-
vice has to be compatible with
analogue systems and had to be
introduced in an evolutionary
manner. Thus, vcice signals are
processed in analogue-to-dlgital
converters (ADCs) and digital-

Memorable Dates

On 2 April 1872, Samuel Morse,
American inventar of tne te/e-
graphie morse code, died aged
80 in New York City. He was
borne on 27 April 1791.

On 6 April 1965, the communi-
cations satelfite Early Bird was
launched by the USA.

On 9 April 1968 Concorde
made its maiden flight.

On 10 April 1849, the salery pin
was patented by American
Wa/ter Hunt.

On 12 Apri/1961, the first
manned space f1ight took place
(Yuri Gagarin in Vostok I).

On 14 April 1629, Chr;stiaan
Huygens, the Dutch scientist,
was born at The Hague.

On 15 April 1955, Albert
Einstein, American scientist,
died al Princeton.

On 22 April 1661, the Royal
Society was constituteä by
Royal Charter.

On the 28 April 1874,
Guglielmo Marconi, physicist
and radio pioneer, was born in
Bologna, /ta/y.

On 29 April 1913, the zip las-
tener as we know it was patent-
ed by Gideon Sundback of
NewJersey.
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to-analogue corwerters (DACs)
to be carried over the new sys-
tem by pulse-code modulation
(reM).

Two classes of service are of-
fered. A basic rate access (BRA)
which most subscribers will use,
known as 26+ 0 (6 = bearer, 0
= diagnostic), and consisting of
two 64 kbps (kilobits per sec-
and) voice and data channels,
plus one 16 kbps digital sig-
nalling charmel making a total
of 144 kbps. The former is cir-
cuit-switched, while the latter ls
packet switched.

The second, more costly, ser-
vice is knowu as primary rate
access (PRA), and consists of
306+ D channel groupings in
Europe (CCITT standard, 32
channel multiplex and 236+ 0
(Bell standard, 24 channel multi-
plex) in North America, giving
total signalling rates of 2.048
Mbps (Megabits per second)
(El/T2) and 1.544 Mbps (Tl) re-
spectively

Thus, the 0 channel forms a
COl/l11l011 sigllal/illg charl/1e! using
the CCITT Common Channel
Signalling System Cl. Domestic
and small business users use
BRA, while large users with Pri-
vate Automatie Branch Ex-
changes (PABX) use PRA.

The CCITT has developed a
set of recorrunendatious, indi-
vidually prefixed by the letter /
and collectively know as the I se-
ries, which cover such ISDN re-
lated topics as the ISDN ccncept
and associated princtples, over-
all network aspects and func-
ttons, user-network Interfaces
and inter-network interfaces.

The 1200 and 1300 se ries of
CClTT recommendations re-
spectively describe the services
and network capabilities pro-
vided by an ISDN, while the
1100 series provide general rec-
ornmendaticns for ISDN.

An ISDN bearer seroice ls de-
fined as a service to the cus-
tomer which allows hirn the ca-
pabil.ity for Information transfer
between ISDN access points ac-
cording to CCIIT standards. An
ISDN teleservice, on the other
hand, is defined 3S a service
which allows the customer
complete capabil.ity for commu-
nications with another user of
the service, according to proto-
cols established by CCIIT
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Equipment and Une plant in-
stalled today will, during the
next decade or so, be expected
to handle an increasing propor-
tion of non-voice services dur-
ing its lifetime. These non-voice
services can be expected to rise
from around 22% of subscribers
today to as much as 50% by the
year 2000.
In the UK, British 'Ielecom's

ISDN-2 provides two Bchannels
each operating at 64 kbps and
one D channel at 16 kbps. The B
channels eater for voice and
data but may be parallel config-
ured with the use of appropriate
terminal equipment to provide a
single 128 kbps channel. The D
channel ls primarily used for
stgnalling between the terminal
and the network, but in sorne
applications can also be used to
carry packed switched data.
The BT Basic Rate Access

(BRA) service was started in the
late 19805 but formally launched
in February ]991 and is available
front System X local exchanges.
From 1992, a11business users re-
questing an additional business
!ine (or asking for two new busi-
ness lines) from BT will auto-
matically have access to iSDN-2
via a network termination (NT)
adeptor.
Several manufacturers, such

as rBM and ICL, can supply
iSDN PC adaptor cards which
have been approved speciftcally
for the UK.
The next stage of develop-

ment in the evolution of the
ISDN is the provision of services
such as high-speed data trans-
missten and high-resolution
television. Unfortunately, such
services require very high bit
rates arid consequently demend
excessive bandwidths within the
ttansmission medium.
To illustrate this point, a min-

imum bit rate of about 2 Mbps is
considered appropriate for
high-speed data and document
transrnission, whereas for high-
definition TV (HDTV) a mini-
murrt rate of 140 Mbps is consid-
ered necessary. To accommodate
these new services, subscribers'
eccess lines will require compa-
rably wide bandwidths.
Within the transit netwark,

however, special coding rech-
niques can be employed in
order to reduce the cost over-
head associated with wideband
long distance transmission. For
video telephony and video con-
ferencing, it is then possible to
reduce the transit network bit
rate to around one third of that
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present withln the subscribers
access lines.
The Deutsche Bundespost is

currently planning a nationwide
wideband satellite system based
on ITT System 12 exchanges
which wi.ll switch data at a rate
of 1,920 Mbps. Other data ser-
vices operating at this rate will
u ndoubtedly become oper-
ational within the very near fu-
ture in several other European
countries.
iSDN can be expected to

have a mejor effect on the intro-
ducticn of wide area networks
(WANs) which are currently
used primarily es a means of in-
terconnecting remotely sited
local area networks (LANs). The
ISDN is eminently sulted to this
same task but offers improved
reliability together with reduced
capita! costs and overheads.
Hence, provided that an ISDN is
in existence at each slte, the
need for a WAN can be elimi-
nated.

NETWORK
COMPUTERS

Some of the world's largest
computer companies - Oracle,
Sun Mieresystems and IBM -
malntain that within a few years
network computers (NC) will
have taken over almest half the
world market at the expense of
the Pe. (A network computer
relies entirely on the software
and data available from a net-
work). It will be interesting to
see whether they will be proved
right.
Originally, their claim was

based on the low cast of the Ne
as compared with that of a PC:
about $USSOO. However, pro-
duction models now on the
market cost nearer $USIOOO.
Now the reasons for buying an
Ne instead of a pe are given as
the much lower lifetime cost of
the network computer and in-
creased employee productivity
(since users no longer have to
tinker with their pe and can no
langer play games on it). Also,
learning to use an NC is alm ost
certainly easier than a Pe.
(What happens to user distrac-
tion when the NC is connected
to the Internet is anybody's
guess).
The arguments for the NC

are streng, indeed. Pundits
reckon that they will replace
mainframe terminals and tele-
phones in the office and offer
inexpensive, easy-to-use devices
attached to TV recelvers at
home. They base their forecasts
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on the fact that there are up-
wards of 30 million mainframe
terminals that need updating
and being provided with the
means of connection to the In-
ternet. Also, a large proportion
(some say as much as a quarter)
of the 200 million PCs are being
used merely as terminals.
10 the home, the Ne is likely

to be of greatest interest in the
USA, where most households
have two er more TV receivers
and two. telephone lines (an NC
will occupy one TV receiver and
one telephone line). Bur, no
doubt, it will eventually come to
households in Europe and other
parts of the world as weil. AI-
ready, in the UK many people
have two TV receivers and two
telephone lines (both are getting
eheaper in real terms all the
time).

INTERNET
PROBLEMS?

The Internet is an amateur
network run largely by volun-
teers and used by many profes-
sional organizaüons world-
wide. In spite of the hype about
on-line shopping, there are few
cornpanies that rnake a profit
from selling via the net. Most
publishers da not charge for ac-
cess to their web sites (have a
look at The Time.s or Newsweek.
The trouble is that compa-

nies in general do not seil to
consumers but to each other. 1t
is reckoned by Forrester Re-
search, an American market re-
search organization, that in
three years' time buslness-to-
business deals on the Internet
will be worth almest $US70 bil-
lion (as against $USSOOmillion
in 1996), and consumer retailing
about $US7 billion.
lt appears that on-line shop-

ping for individuals has to corn-
pete with the social pleasures of
the real thing, whereas business
buyers merely want the right
product at the right price.

[975027]

Events
ACTNE Exhibit/ans Europe is
staging Real-Time Computer
Shows in Europe during
1997, along with the addi-
tion of South Africa and
Israel in November 1997.
These shows are aimed at
hardware and software pro-
fessionals operating in the
real-time, industrial and
embedded-computer envi-
ronments and bring together
vendors and users in a con-
genial, relaxed atmosphere
and provide a local alterna-
tive that presents a top show
to the users. For further
details, write, phone or fax
10 P 0 Box 2114, NL5300
CC Zaftbommel, the
NetherJands, Phone +31
418512999; lax +31 418
5151/5.

A coJ/oquium, 'Designing for
the tuture' has been orga-
nized by the manufacturing
division of the Institution of
Electricaf Engineers (lEE),
Savoy Place, London
WC2 OBL. It will be held al
the lEE on Friday 11 April.
For further details phone
01712405427; lax 0171
4973633; e-mail
jwalks@iee.org.uk

7 April-Industrial Robots or
Ar1.ificial Anima/s? University
ot the West of England.
(IEEIE)

17 April- The Electric Car of
the Future. White Hart Hotel,
Dorchester-on-Thames,
Oxlord. (IEEIE)

29 April-How to succeed:
getting the best trom vour-
self. CasUe tnn. Newport,
Isle 01 Wight (IEE/E)

Details 01 these events from
IEEIE, Savoy Hilf House,
London WC2R 08S. Phone
0171 8363357; lax 0171
497 9006; e-mail:
ieeie '..dia/.pipex.com
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digital
thermometer

It would be all too
easy to describe the
081620 as a simple
temperature sensor:
in the present circuit,
the device doubles
as a thermometer

with a wide tempera-
ture range, and a

programmable ther-
mostat with switching
outputs and hystere-
sis. The 081620 is
coupled to a Pie
microcontroller
which is pro-

grammed to store
the digitized temper-
ature, send it to an

R8-232 interface, and
show it on a bright

LEO display.

Design by G Sttppler

Essentially, the
circuit consists of a
microcontroller type
PIC16C54 and a digi-
tal thermometer/ther-
mostat IC type 051620
frorn Dallas Semiconductor. De-
pending on the programnung of
the microcontroller; a plethora of
functions and applications is avail-
able. Here, the main task of the mi-
crocontroller is to look after the se-
rial data traffic with the sensor. The
main additional functions provided
by the microcontroller program are:
in-circuit programming of the tem-
perature switching threshold, stor-
Jng the minimum and maximum
measured temperature, periodic
outputting of measurernent values

Specification
Thermometer
V Two-digit display
V Adjustable range lrom - 40 to +80°C
V Error smaller than 0.5% (-10 to +80°C)
V Adjustment-Iree
V MiniMax lunetion
v RS-232 output, temp. in steps 010.5 K
Thermostat
v Upper and lower switehing levels Ireely
adjustable
v Two relay outputs, 5 A, 2 x cto
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via a simple RS-232 interface, and, last
but not least, indiceting the tempera-
ture on a two-digit LED display. More-
over, the present circuit enables any
DS1620 chip to be programmed for
stand-aJone as a thermostat (i.e., with-
out a CPU).

THERMOMETER AND
THERMOSTAT IN ONE Je
Figure 1 illustrates that modern tem-
perature sensors such as the D51620
consist of more than just an integrated
temperature sensor. As you can see, the
D51620 contains a series of functional
groups which allow many applications
to be realized without complex and ex-
tensive peripheral circuitry.
11,e DS1620 has two modes of op-

eration. In stand-alone mode. the sen-
sor lC operates as a simple thermostat,
requiring the upper and lower tern-
perature limits (switching levels) to be
programmed, along with a coupie of
other parameters, before i t can be
used. The parameters are stored in a
non-volatile memory, where they are
safe against any interruption of the
supply power. In theory, this mode al-
lows the 051620 to be employed with-
out any additional external compo-
nents (weil, except a supply). In prac-
tice, drivers (buffers) may be useiul at

Tabte1. 051620 Command Overview
Value

Command Description
(Hex)
oe Write Config Write contiguration data into Contig Register

02 Write TL Write low temperature limit into TL Register

01 Write TH Write high temperature limit into TH Register

Ae Read Contig Read configuration data trom Contig Register

A2 Read TL Read low temperature limit trom TL Register

AI Read TH Read high temperature limit trom TH Register

AA Read Temp Reads fast measured temperature nom Temperature register

EE Start Convert T Start temperature measurement

22 Stop Convert T Sfop temperature measurement

Tabte2. Configuration Byte 5tructure
Bit 8 DONE Zero: conversion aetive, One: eonversion done

Temperature-High Flag goes to 1 when the limit is equal

Bit 7 THF
to, or exceeds, the temperature, and remains at 1 until the
memory loeation is overwritten with a zero, or the supply
power is switched off.

Temperature-Low Ffag goes to 1 when the limit is equal

Bit 6 TLF
to, or sma/ler than, tne temperature, and remains ar 1until
the memory loeation is overwritten with a zero, or tne sup-
ply power is switched off.

Bit 5, 4, 3 no function

Zero: Stand-alone mode, Pin 2 - Cl5NV with RST zero at
Bit 2 CPU the same time; One: 3-wire mode with CPU, Pin 2 = CLK.

CPU bit stored in EEPROM.
Zero: eontinuous temperature measurement; One: single

Bit 1 ISHOT
temperature measurement controlled by CONV (START
Convert T), then return to stand-by state. Wait 10 ms after
writing to EEPROM.

D51620

tion in this rnode, and is held at OV A
negative pulse at pin2 (CONV) causes
a temperature measurement to be
started, while a continuously low level
at the CONV pin selects permanent
operation as a thermostät.
In 3-wire mode the 051620 may be

eoupled to a mtcrocontroller; Only this
mode allows the JC registers to be ac-
cessed by reading and writing. The
R5T terminal Is the active-Iow reset
input of the chip; CLK, the clcck input,
and OQ the port through which data
may be read or written. A data trans-
fer via the DQ port eonsists of two
bytes. The first, the protocol byte, iden-
tifies the meaning of the data of the
second byte. As shown in Table 1,
three write commands are available,
and four read commands. Further-
more, the last two commands enable a
temperature measurement to be

CONV/CLK

ADDRESS
AND
RESET

RST

954076-12

the outputs, as well as relays, over-
voltage protectors, acoustical or opti-
cal alarm actuators, or opto-isolators.
Such devices are also used in the pre-
sent circuit.
The measured and digitized tem-

perature is compared by a seetion
called digital comparatorllogic. The corn-
parison is against two Iimi ts called high
temp trigger (TH) and IOlU temp trigger
(TL). Depending on the actual situa-
tion, the comparator output actuates
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Tabte3. Temperatureldata retation

Temperature
Dig;tal Value

MSB LSB nexeaecsmet

+ 125 "C 011111010 OOFA

+25 -c 00011 0010 0032

+0.5°C 000000001 0001

o -c 000000000 0000

-0.5 -c 111111111 01FF

-25 -c 111001110 01eE

-55 -c 1 1001 0010 0192

Figure 1. Internat orga-
nization 0' the 051620
thermostat/thermome-
ter IC.

one of three outputs: TH when the
temperature exceeds the upper limit,
TL when the temperature drops below
the lower Iirnit, and TCOM, which
eouples TH and TL to give a hystere-
sis function.
The R5T connection has no func-
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Figure 2. The digital
thermometer/thermo-
stat is controlled by a
PIe microprocessor.

started or stopped, without the need
for a second byte to foUow the proto-
col byte.
The configuration byte in the reg-

ister called stutus register & controllogic
has special significance. Bit 2 of this

5V +
re

(;) ".
A

ra
2700

e tz
210n :; 0:0 :: a=oIC5 ", C 2700

6 8 74lS247 D to
2700

;: 0:00• 2700 ;:0=00rs
271m

G " 2700
,

'" '"'" a •HD1105 HOll05

IC3a

r
IC3

I
IC3 '" 74L500

960112·11

steps have to be displayed, aresolution
of nine bits is required. According to
the protocol byte, all commands that
concern input or output of a tempere-
ture have nine instead of eight bits.
and are transmitted LSB-first. The re-
lation between temperature and trans-
mitted data is shown in Table 3. The
value rtses from OOOOHat 0 "C to OOFAH
at 125 "C. The negative part of the
range is outpur as a two's comple-

Temperature Acquisition in
GOTO 460

BASIC

(;)
"." ,.. '"@j 0J te

'"
IC,

'"
'" PIC16C54 Ra3,.,

'" '",
MCLR '" "srcc ".'"oscr

re

Table 4_
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
3BO
390
392
396
420
430
440
450
460
470
4BO

byte. the CPU-bit, determines whether
the 051620 operates in stand-alone
mode or 3-wire mode. In fact, the CPU-
bit determines the function of pin 2:
CONV or CLK. The other bits of the
configuration byte describe the status
of the DS1620, and are only of interest
for read operations. Their exact mean-
ing is given in Table 2. Because a mea-
surernent range of - 55°C to +125 "C
means that 360 discrete temperature

FALSE:DEFSNG T:ON ERRORCLS:CLOSE:DEFINT A-Z:FALSE=O:TRUE=NOT
XOFF$=CHR$(19):XON$=CHR$(17)
OPEN "com1:1200,n,8,l" AS #1
OPEN "scrn: "FOR OUTPUT AS #2
LOCATE ,,1:PAUSE=FALSE
B$=INKEY$:IF B$ <> "" TEEN PRINT #l,B$;
IF EOF(l) THEN 350
IF LOC(l) > 128 THEN
A$=INPUT$(LOC(l) ,#1)
TEMP=ASC{A$):HG=TEMP AND &H80:MINUS=TEMP
IF HG=128 THEN TEMP""TEMP+.5
IF MINUS=64 THEN TEMP=TEMP* -1
PRINT "Temperature: ";:PRINT USING "###. #" i TEMP i :PRINT " degrees C at "; :PRINT TIME$
IF LOC{l) > 0 THEN 370
IF PAUSE THEN PAUSE=FALSE: PRINT "# I, XON$;
GOTO 350
REM Error processing
RESUME
END

'1200 Baud, no parity, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit
"sc reen as file

PAUSE=TRUE:PRINT #l,XOFF$;
'check input if no characters
'buffer > half full
'read buffer contents

AND &H40:TEMP""TEMP AND &H3F
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ment: - 0.5 °C corresponds to OlFFH.
The lowest temperature that can be
measured, - 55°C, then produces an
output value of 0l92H. In this arrange-
ment, the ninth bit (M5B)becomes the
sign bit.

THE PIe
MICROCONTROLLER
The measured value is to be transmit-
ted via the R5-232 interface as an 8-bit
dataword. A complete cyde starts with
a read access to the nine bits of the
temperature register of the D51620.
This happens so fast (approx. 100kHz)
that the R5-232 interface (set to
1200 baud) does not respond. Next,
CLK goes high, causing the DQ out-

I Figure 3. pes artwork. I

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1 ,R2,R3,R5,R7-R1 0,R12 = 10kQ
R4,R6,R13,R14,R15 = 680Q
R11,R16-R22 = 270Q

Capacitors:
C1,C2,C8 = 100,uF 25V radial
C3,C4 = 100nF
C5,C6 = 22pF
C7 = 10,IF 63V radial
C9 = 100,uF 10V radial

Semiconductors:
01,02,04,06 = 1N4148
03,05 = LEO
010 = 1N4001
07 = LEO, rectangular model
T1,T2 = SC547S
T3,T4 = SC557S
IC1 = LM741
IC2 = OS1620 (Oallas Semiconduc-
tor)
IC3 = 74HCTOO or 74LSOO
IC4 = PIC16C54, programmed,
order code 966501-1
IC5 = 74LS247
IC6 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 9-way sub-O socket, PCS
mount, angled pins
K2,K3 = 2-way PCS terminal block,
pitch 7.5mm
K4 = mains adaptor socket
S1 = Push-button, make contact
S2,S3 = Oigitast press-key with in-
ternal LEO
Re1,Re2 = Siemens V23127-A1-
A101 (6V) or V23127-A8-A101 (5V)
X1 = 4MHz quartz crystal
~01 ,L02 = H01105 (Siemens)
Enclosure: size approx.
145x95x34mm (Pactec)

PCS and programmed PIC: set
order code 960112-C (see Readers
Services page)
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put to switch to the high-impedance
state. The value read is shortened to
eight bits, and subsequently transmit-
ted via the R5-232 interface, using the
protocol: 1200 baud, no parity, 8 data-
bits, 1 stop bit. The syncopation to
eight bits causes the measurement
range to be reduced to - 40 to +80 "C.
The order of the databits is also
changed: the first seven bits indicate
the temperature (in whole degrees
centigrade), where bit 7 acts as the sign
bit (+ or - ). The eighth bit is the half-
degree bit. The simple GW-BA5IC ter-
minal program shown in Table 4 uses
these values to compute the corre-
sponding temperature between - 40
and +64°C at aresolution of 0.5 "C,
and sends it to the PC display to-

gether with the current time. Extend-
ing the temperature range to +80°C is
relatively easy by processing the dou-
ble function of bit 7, which is at logic 1
at temperatures below 0 °C and above
63 "C, If bit 7 changes from 0 to 1, the
software should be able to interpret
the trend to tell which of these tem-
peratures is being measured.

INTERFACES
Disregarding, for the moment, the
D51620 and the microcontroller, then
it is fair to claim that nearly all com-
ponents that go into the present ther-
mostat/thermometer are part and par-
cel of some kind of interface.
The physical structure of the R5-232

o 0
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Interface is both simple and unusual.
Even the familiar MAX232 which
would be expected here was consid-
ered a superfluous luxury. Because the
interface has a transmit path only, and
does not make use of areturn channel,
the simplest of all Ks, the LM741, is ad-
equate for our purpose. The positive
supply voltage of the Ie is derived
from the DSR line on the RS-2J2 inter-
face, while the negative bias is obtained
from the inactive transmit line, RxD.
The non-inverting input of lCl being
held at a potential of 2.5 V, the output
will swi.ng between the two extreme
RS-232 voltage levels in accordance
WiU1the databits supplied by the PIe
This creates a simple seria.llink without
a special symmetrical supply.
Returning to the PIe, pcrt lines

RBO-RB3drive a two-djgit display via
a 4-bit-to-7-segment decoder (le5). The
display is multiplexed via port RB7,
lC3, T3 and T4. The sign is handled by

latter two switches. The LEDs have
double end even triple functions,
however.
• When the circuit is switched on, the
display first reads 00 for few sec-
onds, then the first measured tem-
perature appears.
• Keeping the TH key pressed for a
while causes the integral LED to
light, and the value representtng the
upper temperature limit to appear
on the display.

• Release U1ekey: the LED will con-
tinue to light, and the highest tern-
perature measured since resetting
the circuit is displayed for a few sec-
onds.
• To program a new upper Iimit, keep
TH pressed, and step to the desired
value by repeatedly presstng the TL
key. At a setting of 80 "C, the displey
jumps to - 40 "C, If the desired value
is reached, keep the TL key down,
release TH, and then TL. The new

port RB6which controls a reetangular-
face LED, D7. This indicator is fitted to
the left of the displays, and indicates a
minus sign when lit.
The two relays are controlled by

the thermostät outputs on the DS1620,
with the help of drivers. The relays
may switch loads up to 5 A. The type
indicated in the parts list is a 6-volt
relay. A better alternative, although
harder to find, is the corresponding 5-
volt version (V23127 A8 AIOl), also
from Siemens. The status of the LEDs
is indicated by LEDs D3 and D5.
The TC (hysreresis) terminal is not

used here. ff you need it for switching
purposes, however, stmply gtve it a
driver and a relay just as the TH and
TL outputs.

OPERATION
The operator controls and indicator el-
ements of the thermostät are U1ethree
push-buttons, Reset. TH and TL, and
the integral LEDs, D8 and D9, in the
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value is then programmed, and will
remain on the display for a few sec-
onds. If you do not press TL, the old
value is retained.

• The lower switching limit is changed
likewise, with the functions of the
TH and TL keys interchanged, of
course.
• To clear the min./max. memory, or
set it to the current temperature,
press TH and TL simultaneously.
This action is recommended when
the unit is first switched on, because
the minimurrt value displays 00 until
the first frost occurs.

• To switch the DS1620 to thermostat
mode, keep the TL key pressed
while you press the Reset key. In this
way, the Cf'Ucbit in the status regis-
ter is changed. Also, the controller
enters the sleep mode, reducing the
current consumption to that of the
LEDs and the relays. Pressing Reset
egain switches on the thermometer
function again. The display will then
read '00' initially.
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It is recommended to first decide on
the actual application you have in
mind for the thermostat even before
you start buytng components. 1f it is
required that the circuit remeins fully
operational even at very low temper-
atures. then parts with an extended
temperature range speci.ficationshould
be purchased. The PIe controller sup-
plied by the Publishers (see Readers
Services page) is progra.mmed for a
temperature range of -40 to +85 "C.
Purchasing parts for the project be-
comes easier if you expose the circuit
to temperatures below 0 >;OCin thermo-
stat mode only, when most of the cir-
cuitry is 'asleep'.
Populating the large and c1early

leid out printed circult board should
not cause undue difficulty. TI1e track
layout and component mounting plan
are shown in Figure 3. Like the PIe
controller, the board is available fram
the Publishers. Start by fitring the six
wire links on the board, so that these
are not forgotten later. Sockets may be
used for a11lCs, but do bear in mind
that they may cause problems in
humid or very cold conditions. The
LEDs, displays and press-keys are fit-
ted at the same height, so that they
rise above the other parts (in particu-
1ar, the peB terminal blocks and the
connectors).
Havtng finished the work on the

board, give it a thorough visual in-
spection. lf everything appears to be
okay, you may connect a 9-V mains
adaptor to K4 (watch the polarity).
Next, check the presence of the +5 V
supply voltage on all re supply pins
(directly on the IC pins, not at the 501-
der side of the board). Assuming that
'00' is being displayed, the current con-
sumption of the circuit amounts to
about 80 mA. If the display remains
dark, you should first check whether
the programmed PIC operates prop-
erly Pin 13 (RB7)should supply a rec-
tangular signal with a rcpeat rate of
1.6ms. This is the display multiplextng
signal. Next, use an oscilloscope to
check for oscillator activity at pin 15 of
the PlC (the measured level should be
about 2 V). A properly working PIe
supplies clock pulses at 5-second in-
tervals on pin 1 (RA2). The DS1620 re-
sponds to these dock pulses by issui.ng
data at pin 1 (DQ). This Is readily
traced with a digital oscilloscope, but
not so, unfortunately, with an ana-
logue scope or a DVM.
If everytlung works, the circuit may

be fitted into a weather-proof case. A
few ventilation holes, protected
against water ingress, may be dnlled
near the sensor Ks. (960112)

Note: datasheet extracts of the 051620
may be found in the January 1997 issue,
pages 69/70.
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PIC-controlled
home

These days, if you
want to protect your
home and valuables,

you can't avoid
installing a clever and
reliable alarm system.
The circuit described
here complies with
both requirements.

Thanks to the use of
a microcontroller at
the heart of the sys-
tem, a wide range of
commercially avail-

able burglar detectors
may be incorporated

in a simple 2-wire
cable loop.

§peci"fiCatiOß!i
PIC16C84
60 seconds

2.wire current 100P
break (se ties connectJon~

relay
1 minute

2 LEDs on control unit

1 LED with each detector
mams

processor:
Arm delay:
Interface:
Detector types: .
Number of groups.
Output:
Alarm time:
Indicators:

power supp/y:

Design by P. de Bruyn
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Burglare and intruders may be typi-
fied by their habit of entering hornes
OI premises at undesirable times and
using undesirable methods to get
inside. Fortunately, it is this 'unique'
characteristic that makes their crimi-
nal activities relatively easy to detect.
As a matter of course, a security sys-
tem tc ward off burglars requires
some electronlcs, and that is ou.r field
par excetlence.
The elementary structure of the

home alarm system is shown in Fig-
ure 1. The sensors (detectors) fitted on
to doors and windows are standard
types which should be available as
spares from any hardware or depart-
ment store. In most cases, you will be
looking at magnetically-operated
switches consisting of a small magriet
and a reed switch. These units are suit-
able for fitting on to doors and/or win-
dows. In the present circuit, the sen-

sors are
incJuded in
a current loop (10 mAl, which is bro-
ken (interrupted) as soon as the dis-
tance between the magnet and the
reed switch exceeds a certain value.
That happens when a protected door
or window is opened, and it is usually
a reason for setting off the alarm.
The use of current loops gives the

circuit a high degree of immunity
against noise that may be induced in
the cables.
The microcontrolJer applied in the

circuit affers some distinct advantages
over a circuit built front discrete com-
panents. The switch-an procedure, for
example. is particularly user-friendly,
and the total complexity of the circuit
is considerably reduced.
An important difference between

the present design and conventionaJ
home alarm systems lies in the fact that
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the circuit discussed here only
responds to detectors changing from
the 'open' to the 'closed' state. Conse-
quently, a window may be left ajar
(but locked), so that the current Ioop is
actually broken. The window is not
induded in the alarm system until it is
dosed (when the eurrent loop is dosed
also). So, you may still air the hause by
opening windows on a warm summer
day, and not set off the alarm.
The alarm switches on a relay for

about one mirtute when an alarm con-
dition occurs. The relay may be used
to actuate an external sounder or indi-
cator; say, a flashing light or a slren, but
also a 'silent alarm'. When the minute
has elapsed, the circuit resets itself and
performs an automaue restart. The
oecurrence of an alarm condition is
stored in its memory. When the circuit

is switched off with the on/off
switch or the door switch, the
LED starts to flash rapidly to
signal that an alarm condition
has been recorded.

PRACTICAL CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the horne
alarm system is shown in Pigure 2.
The various connections of the
detector groups which are to be fit-
ted on to or into the objects to be pro-
tected are shown in Figure 3, along
with the wiring of the door switch and
the on/off push-button(s). Note that
the diode connected in series with the
detectors is reversed with respect to
the diodes connected in series with the
push-button and the switch. The rea-
son for this arrangernent will be dis-
cussed further on.
The door switch should be

mounted inside the lock in the front
door; in such a way that the switch is
elosed when you lock the front door.
In this way, the alarm is automatically
switched on if you elose and lock the
front door. The on/off push-button
may be mounted near other exterior
doors, for example, the back door,
These on/off buttons enable the alarm
to be switched on and off independent
of the door switch.
The heart of the alarm system is a

PIC processor type PIC16C84. All fea-
tures of the system have been imple-
mented in a compact program which
is stored in the prccessors internal
ROM memory. The PIC processor is
supplied ready-programmed by the
Publishers.
When power is applied to the cir-

Figure 2. From theory to
practice. Thanks to the use
of a Pie processor, the
control unit remains a fairly
compact circuit.
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cuit, network Rl-C'l provides a
delayed pulse at the master clear
(MCLR) input of the PIC (pin 4).
The pulse ensures that the processor
does not start until defined logic levels
are present at all points. The R-C com-
bination consisting of R15 and C7 is
responsible for the dock signal. A rel-
atively expensive quartz crystal is not
required here because the oscillator
frequency is rather uncritical in the
present application.
The a1ternating voltage supplied by

the transformer' 5 secondary winding is
applied to input RB4. Series resistor R14
provides the necessary current limiting,
while two intemal proteeden diodes
clip the peak excursions of the positive
and negative half-
cydes to safe levels.
On the olle hand, this
provieles the proces-
sor with an accurate
50-Hz reference fre-
quency. On the other
hand, this signal plays
an important role
with the evaluation of
the detection circuit.
Ouring the positive half of the alter-
nating voltage at the secondary of the
transformet (when pin 10 of ICl
receives a logic high level), the circuit
which arranges the operation of the
alarm system (on/off switch and door
switch) is read out. Ouring the negative
half-eyele (pin 10 legte low) the detec-
tor circuit is read out. Thanks to this

RE1 ~ V230S7112V
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power
supply

control unit

,,.__ .._-------, ,,,, ,_ ... _-. -_ ...._- ..
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eetectcr groups 970022 - 11

Figure 1. Block diagram
of the home alarm sys-
tem. Themain parts are
the power supply, the
microprocessor with its
two-wlre interface, the
individual detectors and
the swltches.
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approach. the door
switch, on/off switch
and the detectors
(sensors) may be con-
nected at any location
where one of the five
detection loops is
available.
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THE DETECTION CIRCUIT
The sketches in Pigure 4 serve to
unravel the seerrungly complex struc-
ture of the detection circuit. The main
cause of the complexity is the fact that
the alternating voltage determines
which part of the circuit is operational.

K2 KS K6K3 K4

0' 0'

""25V BC547

5Vl 3V3
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"
00

1N4148

970022·12
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one detector two detectors

1N4148

'+-t-' K

on/off switch door switch

970022 - 13

Figure 3. Theconlrol uni!
allows an on/off push-bullon,
a door switch and sensors to
be connecled. Thesedraw·
Ings show Ihe circuil configu-
rations of the various
options. Nole Ihal Ihe series
diode wilh Ihe deleclor clr-
cuils is reversed wi!h respecl
10 Ihe one wilh Ihe push-bul·
lon/door swilch.

Let's start by looking at the circuit
which reads out the detectors. For the
simplictty's sake, we will only consider
connector K2 in the following discus-
sion. The states of the connected detec-
tors are read out (evaluated) during the
negative half eyele of the transformers
secondary voltage. One side of the
transformer winding is connected to
the ground terminal of K2. Ouring the
negative half-cyc1e, this terminal rcp-
resents the point with the most posi-
tive potential, so that a current Aows
&0111 this point to the other side of the
transformer winding. When the rnicro-
processor switches on the alarm, tran-
sistors T9 and T8 are switched on by
the legte level supplied by output RB3.
Diode D3 is then effectively short-cir-
cuited. FET T6 also acts as a short-cir-
cuit with this direction of the current.
The upshol is that a constant current
(set to 10 mA by Tl) flows through the
LEO and the closed door switch, caus-
ing a constant voltage across resistor
R6. In the non-actuated state, the small
base eurrent through T7 causes a low
level at PIe Input line RB2 (AL-DET).
If a detector Input is opened (alarm
condition), the current through R6
drops by 10mA. This results in a neg-
ative pulse beu-g applied to the base of
T7, causing the transistor to be
switehed off briefly. RB2 goes high
temporarüy, whieh signals that the
actuator(s) should be energized. The
drawing in Figure 4a indicates the cur-
rent flow in this situation.
The evaluation of the on/off push-

button state and the door switch takes
place during the positive half-cycle of
the transformer secondary voltage.
Transistor T6 then acts as a eurrent
source, and Tl, as a short-circuit (see
Figure 4b). In this situation, current
flows via 03, R6 and eurrent source
T6, through the circuit consisting of
the on/off push-button and the door
switch. Because a zener diode is incor-
porated in series with the door switch,
the voltage across RB becomes depen-
dent on the position of the switches. If
the door switch is c1osed, the voltage
is hfgher than 5.3 V. If the on/off switch
is then pressed. this voltage drops to
about 0.6 V.When both switches are
open, the voltage across Rl0 rises to
more than 10 V
Zener diode pair D1-02 acts like a

voltage filter. lf the door switch is
closed (circuit active) and the on/off
push-button is open, the 5.3-V voltage
keeps PIe input RB610gie low, while a
logie high level is applied to RB!. To a
Pie processor, a voltage level of 1.5 V
already means a Jogic 1. If the on/off
button is pressed (by the user switch-
ing the alarm on or off), the voltage
across R3 drops to 0.6 V, and RBO as
weIl as RBl 'see' a legte low level at the
respective inputs.
Returning to the praetieal side of

things, terminal blocks K3 through
K6 allow adetector as weil as an
on/off push-button to be connected.
Up to four detectors rnay be con-
nected in sertes. each with its own
LED. In this way, it becomes very

Detectors" push-button and door switch
Sultable deteetors may be lound in hardware and etec-
tronics stores. These deteetors may be neatly litted on win-
dow Irames and door Irames. 11you want the alarm system
to be Invisible, you may have to resort to making your own
deteetors. Fortunately, that ts relatively simple. Use a ehisei
to make a smal/ notch in the door frame or windows frame,
and seat the reed switch and the connection wires. Next,
drill a hole in the door or window, exaetly opposite the
iocetion 01 the reed swnct: and Insert a small magnet. Fill
the holes with peinter's putty, allow to dry, cover wlth peint,
and you have your invisible deteetor.

An on/oll is best litted near the lrant or back doof, in such
a way that it not visible to Intruders. 11you want, you may
use a key lock lor thls purpose, but da remember that the
swlteh is then normally off. Closlng it brlelly then aetuates
the alarm, or switehes it oll. Users 01 a key lock are weil
advlsed to lit a deteetion LED 01 adeteetion circuit near
the key lock.
The door lock switeh may be made by eutting a small part
fram the nlght boit to make raom for a small magnet whieh
is seeured with strang glue. At the side of the door Irame,
you then tit a reed eontaet whleh responds to the magnet.

COMPONENTS UST

Resistors:
R1 ~ 33kQ
R2,R3,R5,R9,R11 ,R14 ~ 22kQ
R4,RB,R1 0,R13,R15 ~ 10kQ
R6 ~ 47Q
R7 ~ 470kQ
R12 ~ 4kQ7
R16,R17 ~ 2kQ2

Capacitors:
C1 0:0: ZtlF2 16V radial
C2 0:0: 22,uF 25V radial
C3 = 1OQuF 40V radial
C4 = 47,uF 25V radial
C5 ~ 22nF
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C6 ~ 100nF
C7 ~ 470pF
C8 = 41lF7 25V radial

Semiconductors:
D1 0:0: zener diode 5V1/0.5W
D2 = zener diode 3V3/0.5W
03,04,06,09 ~ 1N4148
05 ~ 1N4001
07,08 ~ LEO
T1 ...T6 ~ BF256
T7,TB ~ BC547
T9 ~ BC557
T10~BC517
IC1 ~ PIC16C84-041p, programmed,
order code 976501-1
IC2 ~ 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 2-way PCS terminal block, pitch
7.5 mm
K2-K7 = 2-way PCS terminal block,
pltch 5mm
Re1 = 12-V PCS relay, e.g., Siemens
V23057-B2-A201
Tr1 = PCS mains transformer 12V/1VA5,
e.g., Monacor VTR1112, Block VR1112,
Velleman 1120018
Enclosure: 120x65x40mm, e.g. Sopla
E430
PCS and programmed PIC, set order
code 970022-C
Programmed Pie only: order code
976501-1
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Figure 4. These two
circuit diagrams iIIus-
trate the way in which
the state ot the
switches and the
detectors is evaluated.

simple to mount an on/off push-but-
ton in severalloeations.
By switehing T8 on and off in a

pulsating manner, the mieroeontroller
ensures that the LEDs eonneeted in
series with the deteetors start to flash,
indicating the 'stand-by mode of the
alarm system. If T8 eonduets all the
time, the LEDs light continuously,
indieating that the alarm is armed. In
this way, the proeessor is able to pro-
vide a simple, clear indieation of the
alarm state at any loeation having a
sensor deviee.

STOP THIEF!
All LEDs will light after you switeh on
the power supply. LED 08 will flash

Figure 5. Copper lay-
out and component
mounting plan ot the
PCB. Board avai/able
ready-made trom the
Publishers.
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for about one minute, this indicates the
time you have available to leave the
room or the horne after the switching
on of dosed alarm circuits, 08 will light
continuously once this actuation delay
has elapsed. From then on, the system
is fully armed, all sensors are checked
all the time, and the alarm will be actu-
ated if one of the detectors is opened
frorn the dosed state. Tf an alarm con-
dition is detected, the irrtemal re1ay will
be energized for about one minute.
Next, the ci.rcuit is reset, and the
power-on delay is observed for one
ruinute. Next, if the alarm is switched
off via the on/off push-button, LEO 08
starts to flash rapidly if an alarm con-
dition arose in the mean time. In all

circuit active
lai/ure in altemating voltage

The LEB t=ußctioßS
LE01 (07), red
On:
F/ashing rapid/v:

there's little that can go
amiss. All components,
including the mains
transformen are fitted
on to the compact
board. Before you start
soldering. remove the
marked areas in the CO!-

ners of the board, at the
side of the mains trans-
former. This is necessary
if you want to mount the eompleted
board into the Bopla case type E430. Ta
prevent eonnection errors, it rnay be
useful to use eoloured terminal blocks
for Kl, K2-K6 and K7, or mark the ter-
minal blocks with a felt-tip pen.·
Be sure to fit the electrolytic capac-

LE02 (08), yellow
Off:
F/ashing repkitv:
F/ashing s/ow/y:

On:

circuit in stand-by mode
an alarm conältion has occurred

alarm operationa/ but not yet armed
(switch-on de/ay: approx. 60 s)

alarm armed

6

Figure 6. Our finished
and tested prototype
of the control unit.
The large terminal
blocks at the edge of
the board allows sen-
sors to be easily con-
nected to the circuit.

other situaticns, the LEDs in the alarm
circuits will flash, indieating that the
stand-by mode has been selected.

CONSTRUCTION
There is not much to say about build-
ing the circuit. The copper track layout
and component mounting plan of the
printed circuit board designed for the
alarm controller are given in Figure 5.
The board is available ready-made
from the Publishers, see the Readers
Services page elsewhere in this issue.lf
you work accarately, and the compo-
nents are fitted in the right places.

Figure 7. The alarm
controller is com-
pleted by a number of
suitable sensors and
actuators like the
ones shown here.
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irors. diodes and LEDs the right way
around on the board, and don't forget
the single wire link. Next, carefully
mount all transistors and leI, and the
circuit is ready for use.

Voltage reguletor IC2 dissipates
very little heat, so that a heat-sink is
not required.
Because the mains voltage is pre-

sent at several poinrs in the circuit, the
printed circuit board has to be fitted in
an all-ABS ease before it is connected
to the mains. For huther Information
regarding electrical sefety with home
eonstruetion projects, read the infor-
mation on the relevant page elsewhere
in this issue.
Next, the circuit Is ready for tesüng.

As you can see in Figure 3, there are
three types of eircuits which may be
connected to the terminal blocks
(detectors, On/off push-button and
door switch). In the test phase, connect
at least cne detector, one on/off push-
button and one door switch with asso-
ciated LED and diod.e to Olle of the
connectors. In ease you encounter
problems, start by checking is the pres-
ence of the 5-V supply voltage at
pin 14 of ICl. Also check the ground
eonnection at pin 5, the presence of a
50 Hz signal at pin 10 (be careful with
the mains voltage on the boardl), and
the high level at pin 4 of ICl.
Onee the test has been completed

successfully, you may start instaUing
the detector wiring throughout the
prerruses, the door switch and the
on/off push-button(s). (9?0022)
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Table 2. Relation between monitor (screen) size, resolution
and pieture refresh rate.
Screen good resolution highest H frequeney for
diagonal resolution 85 Hz refresh rate
14 incb 640 x 480 80 x 600 45 kHz
15 inch 800 x 600 1024 x 768 56 kHz
17 inch 1024 x 768 1280 x 1024 73 kHz
19 inch 1200 x 1024 1600 x 1200 96 kHz
21 inch 1600 x 1200 2000 x 1500 111 kHz

ing wirhin reach.Companles like FAST,
Digital Device Development and
Optivision already supply the neces-
sary equipment.
More importantly, though, movie

suppliers seem poised to reach the pe
user, This type of software being
marked by huge amounts of data.
movies on CD-ROM can only be mar-
keted if there is a large potential of
really fast pes and ingenious program
algorithms, simply because nobody
will be satisfied with poor or irregular
picture quality. To boost sales, many
VGA cards are equipped with an
MPEG decoder straight .way. This
decoder turns compressed data loaded

from a CD-ROM into a viewable pic-
ture on the computer monitor. On
some cards, the MPEG decoder is
implemented by software on1y,on oth-
ers, by hardware. The upshot is that
they enable digitized movies, video-
CDs or CD-i djsks to be played and
produce a quality which is, well, just
tolerable. lf you need to view videos
on your pe, be sure to ask for a
demonstration by your supplier, and
gauge the quality you can expect.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
The latest buzz in VGA land is 3·D
video cards, a number of which are
now available. It wouJdbe easy to wel-

come the addition of the third dimen-
sion to computer images because
human sight naturally includes the
perception of depth. As faras the corn-
puter is concerned, however, depth is
only simulated. None the less, accurate
CAD drawings with fantastic light
effects, or games in an "almest real'
environment are impressive. 00 not
forget, however, that the technical
effort to achieve all this presents an
enormous technical overhead. To
lighten the computing load 01 the
main processor, special 3-D chips have
been developed. Apart from speoalists
like 3Dlabs who offer professional as
weil as consumer-oriented (3-D
Blaster) products in this area, other
well-known manufacturers of grapluc
chlps have released theirown 3-D chip
(including Matrox and 53). Others
have announced to do so (ATI and
Tseng Labs). Particularly with PC
garnes, these improvements cause new
alliances in the fiercely competitive
market segment called computer gam-
ing. Diamoud, for instance, has added
an integrated interface for Sega acces-
sories on its 3-D accelerator called
'Edge'. (%2008-1)

Motor Controller for R/C
models
(February 1997· 960095) V
The components list printed on
page 18 should be amended 10
read
C3,C5 = 100nF,SMD
C4 = 10nF,SMD
C6 = 471'F 10V SMD
IC2 = L4940V5

PIC Controlled Horne
Alarm System \J
(April 1997· 970022)

All PICs in the firsl batch we
supplied 10 individual readers
and kit dealers contain an
incorrect oscillator code word
which lotal/y disables the
device. These PICs are marked
by the total absence of oscil/a-
tor activity. Readers experienc-
ing problems are tecuested to
return the faulty PIe (order
code 976501-1) 10 us for a free
replacemen!. Please enclose a

Elektor Electronics

short note staling your name
and return address, and ensure
proper packaging.

Magnetic-Field Meter
(960100 . January 1997) \.)

In the circuit diagram on page
28, RI2 is incorrectfy shown as
a 10 kR resistot. tne correcl
value is 22 kR 1%,as stated in
the components list.

4-Channel Logic J
Analyser
(970042 . May 1997)

Theprogram shown in Figure 3
has been tested under QBASIC
1.1 and QuickBASIC 4.5, not
GW-BASICas menlioned in the
article. Because QuickBASIC is
a compiler, it wil/ produce a
faster executable program than
QBASIC. The highest signal

7·8197

speed the program can handle
is mainly determined by the
speed of the PC. Using a
486DX33 the maximum input
signal frequency will be about
75 Hz under QBASle 1.1, or
about 20 Hz in 4-channel mode.
Therespective values for a Pen-
lium 150 pe are about 250 Hz
and 75 Hz. Theuse of QuickBA-
SIC 4.5 wiff result in values
which are about 6 limes higher
Theprogram will only work in a
true DOS environment, i.e., not
in a aas box produced by Win-
dows 95.
Finally, to obtain a cafibrated
timebase, simply apply a clock
signal wilh a known frequency
to one 01 the channels.

23
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READERS’Letters

4-way serial port switch
October 1997 - 970057
The correct value for capacitors
C4 and C5 is 10µF, 25V, not
4.7µF, 25V as stated in the Com-
ponents List on page 31.

PIC-controlled home
alarm system
April 1997 - 970022
In some cases, D7 starts to flash

Switchboard allows PRIVATE READERS  of Elektor Electronics one
FREE advertisement of up to 106 characters, including spaces, com-
mas, numerals, etc., per month. The advertisement MUST relate to
electronics, and it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone number or
name and address; post office boxes are NOT acceptable.
Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not accept responsibility for any
correspondence or transaction as a result of a free advertisement or
of any inaccuracy in the text of such an advertisement.
Advertisements will be placed in the order in which they are
received. Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve the right to refuse
advertisements without giving reasons or without returning them.

CORRECTIONS & UPDATES

SWAP  Tektronix/Telequipment D65
dual-beam scope in g.w.o. for Bb

clarinet, must also be in g.w.o.
Phone Graham on (01142) 483587.

WANTED National cathode-ray
oscilloscope model VP-513A manu-
als or diagram. Willing to pay. John
S. Syros, 26 Kyprou Str., Athens
141-22, Greece.

FOR SALE Kits for 1.2 GHz
Multifunction Frequency Meter (EE
Dec 1992). Unmatched project. Kit
includes EPROM, PCB, LCD, front
panel, drilled case, all parts and
description. Few available, ultra-low
price £75 each. Anita, Sibberkerkstr
100, NL-6301-AW Valkenburg,
Netherlands. Email techtext@worl-
donline.nl.

SWITCHBOARD

apparently only available as sur-
plus items.

Video Copy Processor
ready-built?
Dear Editor, I wish to inquire
about an article you published in
your November 1997 issue. The
ar ticle in question is about the
‘Video Copy Processor’ designed
by W. Foede. The article explains
how ‘Macrovision’ works and
details how to build a device
which ‘stabilizes/eliminates’ the
signal. Although I have a knowl-
edge of electronics, all be it
somewhat limited, I still do not
have the necessary abilities to
construct this project. What I
wish to inquire about is, is there
a service you provide which
allows the public to have the
products/devices you publish, be
built? On page 32, under the
heading ‘Construction’, the ar ti-
cles states: “For your reference,
and for those of you who insist
on making the board themselves,
the ar twork of the singled-side
printed circuit board is shown in
Figure 4”. By this, I am led to

believe that there is service which
provides my request, perhaps it
is an extension on your Reader
Services. If my request cannot
be made, is it possible for you to
put me in contact with someone
who can, e.g., the writer of the
article?
Christopher Burke (by e-mail)

Hi Christopher, welcome to the
wonderful world of Elektor Elec-
tronics magazine. If you want to
build the projects published in
our magazine, there are basically
three options: 
1. Purchase the PCB and any
software item(s) (like a prepro-
grammed PIC or EPLD) from our
Readers Services, and then shop
around for the other compo-
nents.
2. Make the PCB yourself (pret-
ty difficult, hence our note in the
article), purchase the software
item(s) (like the preprogrammed
EPLD) from our Readers Ser-
vices, and then shop around for
the other components.
3. Buy a complete kit (this usu-
ally includes the PCB and soft-
ware items, if applicable) from

a kit supplier. Our advertisers C-
I Electronics and Stippler supply
kits as well as individual hard-
to-get components for many of
our published projects, includ-
ing the Video Copy Processor.
C-I Electronics may be reached
by e-mail on dil@euronet.nl, or
see their adverts in this and last
month’s issue for price and
ordering information. Mind you,
you still have to assemble the kit
yourself, we are not aware of any
kit build-up service in the UK.
Perhaps other readers can help?

Hybrid Power Amplifier
– Copyright Violation
Dear Editor, I wish to raise atten-
tion to an article presented in your
September 1997 issue, in which
an audio stage is in direct violation
of a copyrighted design by Audio
Enhancement Design, now Chris
Found Designs, and the subse-
quent manufacture of this circuit
by a then UK company.
The output stage of the Hybrid
Power Amplifier design by E.
Wincek is a copy of a design man-
ufactured by Beard Audio Ltd., and
is subsequently still in manufac-

ture by an Italian franchise. This
company is UKD, Preganziol, Italy,
but all correspondence for this
design should be made to Chris
Found Designs, 9, 437 Fulham
Road, Chelsea, London SW10 9TY.
Phone 0171-460-2143, fax 0171-
924-5501.
Furthermore, the PCB was origi-
nally designed by Gray PCB
Design in St. Ives, Cambridgeshire.

Christopher Found,
Chris Found Designs,

Chelsea, London.

We have investigated this mat-
ter using documents you kindly
supplied (circuit diagram and an
original PCB layout plot), and
found that the design as pub-
lished is only marginally differ-
ent from yours. We apologize for
not identifying Audio Enhance-
ment Design (now Chris Found
Designs) as the rightful copy-
right owner. Despite the copy-
rights, the project may be built
for personal purposes only, i.e.,
advice on any commercial use
of the design should be sought
from Chris Found Designs.

rapidly although the alarm
should go off. Normally, rapid
flashing of D7 indicates an alter-
nating-voltage fault. The prob-
lem may be solved by increasing
the value of C2 to 33µF.

Function Generator
June 1995 - 950068
If the decimal point and the
colon (:) are not displayed cor-

rectly, IC2 (in the frequency
meter section) has to be
replaced by a type 74HC7266.

ADC for Centronics port
July/August 1997 - 974088
Lines 130 and 140 in the pro-
gram printed with this design
generate a clock pulse too early.
Once CS has dropped low, D7 is
available on D-out (IC2). Lines
130 and 140 however cause D7

to be overwritten by D6, thus
killing the MSB. This happens
again in line 150 as a result of
the assignment i=1.
The recommended remedy is to
(1) delete lines 130 and 140
from the program, and (2)
change line 150 to read: FOR i
= 0 to 7.



advanced
LCRmeter

based on a
digital signal processor-DSP

Part 1
All electronic circuits
contain resistance,

capacitance or induc-
tance or a combina-
tion of two or three of
these quantities. Yet,
there are amateur
constructors and
even service engi-
neers whose work-

shop does not
include a single

instrument for mea-
suring these quanti-
ties-an LCR meter.

The instrument
described in this arti-
cle provides the
accuracy of a
reasonably

good commer-
cial LCR meter
but does not

cost the earth.

Briet' §pecit'icatioß

Measuring range
Resistance
Se/f-inductance
Capacitance
o factor
o factor (=RIX = 110)

100 IlQ - 100 MQ
100 nH - 10 kH
0.5 pF - 10 mF
1 - 1000
1 - 1000

Accuracy
Test voltage
Test frequency
Test time
Offset va/tage
Test

0.25%
100 mV - 1 V
1 kHz
1.5 second
programmab/e
2-wire or 4-wire

Design by H Banekamp

30

An instrument that can determine
accurately the perameters of passive
components is a boon in any work-
shop, yet, it is not found in some of
these. Many constructors think that a
modern multimeter that can measure
resistance, capacitance, and seLf-induc-
tance is quite sufficient. It is true that
such an Instrument is capable of derer-
rnining the value of a resistor to wi thin
1%, and that of a capacitance and
inductance to within, say, 5%. What it
does not show, however, Is that a resis-
tor also has some (parasitic) se1f-induc-
tance and capacitance, or that an
inductor also has some (parasitic) resis-
tance and capacitance. In Iow-fre-
quency circuits, these parasitic con-
stituents are generally not of any

Elektor Electronics 4/97



importance. In high-frequency circuits,
however; they can and do playa role.
U their presence is not taken into
account by the constructor, inexplica-
ble errors may occur in his design. The
LCR meter enabJes the construetor to
assess the actuaI properfies of resistors,
capacitors, and inductors.
Tbe electrical properties are deter-

mined with the aid of sinusoidal and
cosinusoidal signals within a fixed time
frame. The rnethod used aims to deter-
mine a co-relation between the (two)
electrical signals that ensue when the
component on test is inserted into a
measurement brtdge. and sinusoidal
and cosinusoidal reference signals gen-
erated by a digital signal processor
(DSP).Traditional LCR meters use ana-

logue signals,
which has the
drawback that rel-
ative complex cir-
cuitry and an
extensive calibra-
tion procedure
are needed. Mod-
ern LCR meters
use a DSp, which
results in a com-
pact instrument
that is smaller an
less expensive
and does not
requtre elaborate
calibration proce-
dures.

DESIGN
The block
schernette of the
LeR meter shown
in Pigure 1 is cen-
tred on a digital
signal processor
from Analog
Devices. The DSP
generates the dig-
ital data for a
sinusoidal signal
with a frequency

of 1 kHz. This test signal may have a
fixed level of 100 !TIV or a level of
0.1-1 V as required and set automati-
caUy by the instrument.
The digital data are converted into

a sinusoidal test signal by a digital-to-
analogue converter (DAC).
The measurement bridge is

arranged so that an analogue-to-digi-
tal converter (ADC) in the test circuit
can process the output signal of the
measurernent bridge optimally. Note
that the DAC and ADe are contained
in single le.
The setting of the measuring bridge

automatically matches the measurand
(electrical value of the component
being tested). This ensures that the full
range of the ADC is used at a11times.
The DSP analyses the measurands

Elektor Electronics 4/97
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Figure 1. Theblock
diagram of Ihe LCR
meIer. A DSP enables
all lesls 10 be carried
out in real time.

in real time into orthogonal (right-
angled) components that form the
basis for computing the properties of
the component on test.
After the measurement has taken

plece, the DSP processes the measur-
and and the results are shown on the
display. When a keyon the operating
pad is pressed, the process is stopped
and the DSP continues executing the
menu. After the menu has been run

Figure 2. The basic
design of Ihe measur-
ing bridge Is shown
in (a); when some
modificalions are pul
in place, il becomes
Ihe praclical design
in (b).

910028· 11

through, measurements are restarted
on the basis of the new settings. CaU-
bration details may be stored in an
EEPROM (electrically erasable pro-
grammable read-onJy memory).

MEASURING BRIDGE
A measuring bridge is used that con-
sists of a current measuring resistor,
Rm, and the component to be tested-
see Pigure 2a. The current is derer-
mined by the voltage drop. pd, across
a reference resistor, which ensures
good stability. Making the current
measuring resistor consist of two or
three resistors that are switched by a
relay (an electronic switch proved to
possess too large parasitic effects)
lessens the requirements on the instru-
ment amplifiers that follow. It also
reduces the noise floor.
The actual design is shown in Fig-

ure zb. In the quiescent state, Rml



panel. there are no other contacts in
the signal path. If for whatever reason
the relay contact is paar, the link
between the bridge and the test circuit
is assumed by the 100 Q reststence.
When the relay is energized, RrnO is

connected in parallel with Rm1, result-
ing in a total resistance of 1Q2fl05 =
99.9001 Q. The measurand, Zout, is
then

DAC

Figure 3. The instru-
ment uses traditional
four-wire tests in
which one pair o(
leads carries the test
signal and the other
pair the measurand.

forrns part of the rneasuring b-idge.
This arrangement has the advantage
that in the most sensitive position of
the bridge the relay coil is not ener-
gized, so that it cannot generate any
interference signals. Note that, except
for the test termirrals on the front

ADC

A1 AO A

o 0 1 x
o 1 10 J(

1 0 100 J(

970026 - 13

The effect of test leads and transfer
resistances is minimalized by a tradi-

MeasureßJelJt
ßJethod
The measurement method used in the LCR meter is that
01 assessing the co-relation between two signals. More
particularly, it investigates the elfect the component on test
has on the current flowing thraugh it and the potential drap,
pd, across it. In ease of a pure resistance, the current
thraugh it and the pd acrass it will be in phase. When a
sinusoidal current is passed through a pure induetanee,
the current thraugh it and the pd acrass it will be 900 out
01phase (the current lags behind the voltage). The voltage
wave form is cosinusoidal. In ease ot a combination of
resistance and reactanee, the resulting signal is composed
of a sinusoidal and a cosinusoidal component.

In the present instrument, the assessment is carried out
by a digital signal pracessor with the aid 01a digital reler-
ence signal.

The test setup is shown below. In this, voltage source
UDAC causes a sinusoidal current through the series circuit
Rm and the practical (as opposed to ideal) inductance. The

",- ,
u.. -- --- - , u,

••

"<>AC

u" •• __ -''''-'''---1-- U
2

910028·15 u;, u.:... ...
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Figure 4. The circuit
diagram ot the instru-
ment. Nearly half o( it
i5 occupied by the
measuring bridge and
associated circuits.

tional four-wire test as represented in
Figure 3. In this kind of test, two sep-
arate wires are used for the test signal
and two (high-impedence) for tapping
the rneasurand. Test voltages U1 and
U2 are buffered and applied to a pro-
grammable-gain amplifier, rGA, via a
differential amplifier.
Alternate testing yields a small

reduction in cost of the differential
amplifier, the PGA and the ADe.
Since testing is carried out alter-

nately and because the irnpedance is
directly proportional to the quotient
U1/U'O the ADC needs only have good
a.c. propertles. particularly good linear
operanon. Any d.c. errors are auto-
matically eliminated in the computa-
tions.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Considering the good accuracy of the
auto-ranging Instrument. its circuit-
Figure 4 - is relatively straighttorward.
Beginning with the measuring

bridge, note that resistor RlO, and
diodes D'O D3 suppress any voltage

U1y == U1sinqJ1

U2Y = U2sin'l'2

vector diagram shows that voltages U1 and U2 are com-
plex (that is, they consist 01 areal component - repre-
sented on the X·axis - and an imaginary component - rep-
resented on the Y-axis). The peak values 01 the voltages
are computed as lollows.

U'x = U,COS'l',
U2x = U2COS'l'2

I I U-"x"-+..:.i_U-,-,,Y,--Z =Rm-
U2x + iU2y

[n]

U,COS'l' = ~ ~ [u,sin ( 2~i + '1")] [sin ( 2~i)]

The last term is the
relerence within the DSP

U,sin'l' = ~ ~[u,sin [2~i + '1")] [cos (2~i)]

The last term is the
relerence within the DSP

U . (2ni )DAC == USIn N + a

where a is the phase shift in ICt.x

Elektor Electronics 4/97
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peaks arising whe.n inductive compo-
nents are connected to the instrument
and the test voltage is switched off
The diodes have a low leakage current
and small parasitic capacitance.
Together with resistors R13-R16 they
form some protection agairrst elecrro-
statie discharges.
Reststors RU, R12 form the link

between the component on test and
the instrument in ease of a two-wire
test.
Signal 5..0 eontrols relay Rev while

signal Set controls the eleetronic
switches in rcs.
Op amps 1C3 and rC4 are arranged

as voltage followers to buffer the sig-
nal from the measuring bridge.
Circuit IC6 is an instrument ampli-

fier with unity d.c. amplification and
x lü a.c. amplification.
The programmable gain amplifier

is based on IC7.
Resistor Rl9 and capacitor C14 form

an anti-aliasing filter. The use of such
a simple filter is made possible by the
sigma-delta ADC with xeä oversarn-
pling. The output 01 the filter Is
applied to the ADC in IC,.
The differential amplifier, based on

lCu subtraets the signals at the L-our
and R-OUT outputs 01 the DAC from
one another. The t-our ou tput carries

the sinusoidal test voltage and R-OUT

an optional d.c. offset. The latter is
used particularly when electrolytic
capaotcrs are being tested. Otherwise.
there are no direct voltages in the stg-
nal path to avoid problems with offset
compensating. If such direct voltages
would not be compensated, the PGA
which, depending on the settings, has
an amplification of x L x 10, or xl00,
would be driven into saturation.
Resistcrs R17, Rl81 and capadtors

C11-CI3 form a high-pass filter with
cut-off point at 72 Hz.
Capacitors Cn, C14 form a xO.82

capacitive attenuator; which ensures
that the ADC reaehes its limits 01 oper-
ation less rapidly
The components to be tested are

connected to test terminals PC1-PC4.
The adaptor also eonnected to these
test terminals will be diseussed in
Part 2. Measu.rements we.l1 away from
the instruments may be carried out via
mini DIN socket Kl.

floating-point unit. However, even a
modest software deslgner can over-
eome this diffieulty readily,
The processor is associated with an

EPROM, IC81 in which the necessary
softwate is stored, and an EEPROM,
1Cll, in which the 49 variables for set-
ting and compensating are stored
semi-permanently,
Circuit IC10 is a GAL which is cen-

tral to the circuit in that it intereouples
all digital stages efficiently.
The bquld-crystal clisplay (LCD)

and key pad are connected to K2.
The power supply uses two small

mains transformers, Trl and Tr2' The
first provides the +5 V supply line and
the second the symmetrical ±5 V lines.
The +5 V line is deeoupled by L" R31
and C26-C2B. This Jine powers the ana-
logue stages and some of the digital
ones. Zener diodes D1rD19 across the
supply lines effectively suppress any
sptkes that may be induced on to these
lines.
The construction of the instrument

will be discussed in Part 2 in next
rnonth's issue. 197002.8-11

DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSOR CIRCUIT

The If-bit digital slgnal processor con-
tains a11faciUties needed for this appli-
cation. To some constructors, its only
limitation may be the absence of a

CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES

al! the eomjJonents in the correct position? !-las correct pclarity been
observed? -lave the pcwerlines been reversed? Are all solder joints
sound? Have any wirc bridges been forgcuen?

lf voltage levels have bcen given on the cireuit diagram. do those
mcasured on the board match them - note that deviations up to
±10% from the specified values are acceptable.

Possible corrections to published projects are published from time to
time in this rnagazine. Also, the readers Jeucrs column orten coruains
useful conuncnts/additions to the published projects.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) docs not provide parts and compo-
nents other than PCBS,fornt panel foils and software on diskette or
rc (not nceessarily for alt projects). Compcnents are usually avail-
able form a number of retailers - see thc adverts in the magazine.

Large and small values of cornponents are indicated by means of one
of the following prefixes :

Efexa) = 1018
P (peta) = 1015
T (tera) = 1012
G (giga) = 109

M (mega) = 106
k (kilo) = 10.1

h (hccto) = 102
da (deca) =: lOt

a (ano) = 10--18
f (Iemto) = 10-15
P (pico) = 10-12
n (nano) = 10-9
}J. (mtcro) = 10--6
m (milli) = 10-3
c (centi) = 10--2
d (deci) = 10--1

The value of a resistor is indicated by a colour code as Fellows.

In same circuit diagrams, to avoid confusion, but conrrary to 1EC
and BS reccmmandations, the value of compouents is given by sub-
stituting the relevant prefix for the decirnal pcim. For example.

3k9 = 3.9 kn 4}J.7 = 4.7 p.F color 1st digit 2nd digit mult. factor tolerance'

Unless otherwise indicated, the tolerance of resistars is ±5% and their
rating is ~-!1watt. The working voltage of capacitors is 2:: 50 V.

black
brown
"d
orange
yellow
green
blue
violet
grcy
white
gold
silver
none

- 0 - -, , X 101 ±I%
2 2 x 102 ±2%
J J x 103 -
4 4 x 1()4 -
5 5 X 105 ±0,5%
6 6 x 106 -
J J - -

8 8 - -
9 9 - -

- - X 10--1 5%
- - xlÜ--2 '0%
- - - 20%

In populating a eca, always starr with the srnaltest passive compo-
nents, that is, wire bridges, rcststors and small eapacitors; and tben
rc socken, relays. electroiytic and other large capacuors, and con-
nectors. Vulnerable semiconductors and ics should bc done last.

Soldering. Use a 15-30 W soldering iron with a fine tip and tin with
a resin core (60/40) Insert the terrninals of cornponerus in the board,
bend them s1ightly, cut them sbcrt, and solder. wail 1-2 seconds for
the tin 10 Ilow smoothly and remove the iron. 00 not overhcat, par-
ticularly when soldering rcs and semiconductors. Unsaldering is best
done with a sucuon iron or special unsaldering braid. Examples:

brown-red-brown-gold = 120 Q, 5%
yellow-violet-orange-gcld = 47 kQ, 5%FauJtfinding. Ir the circuit does not werk, carefully cornpare the pop-

ulated board with the published cornponem layout and parts list. Are

35~
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SWITCHBOARD
Switchboard allows all PRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronicsone FREE advertisement
of up 10108 characters, including spaces,
commaa. numerals, etc., per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate 10electronics, in the coupon on this
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT acceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) can not ac-
cept responsibility for any correspondence or
transaction as a result of a tree advertisement
or of any inaccuracy in the text 01 such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed In the order
in whlch they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right 10 refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. EPROM programmer and a
great deal of hardware add-ons for a
BBC computer. Write to Robert Sprow-
san, 6 Bolinbrook Road, Macclesfield,
Cheshire SKI9 3DJ.

WANTED. COM3XOI Twinax controller
chip: please contact Indrajit on
e-mail:multi@server.indo.net.id

FOR SALE. I Mbit EPROMs. 5:2 each.
Phone Andrew on 01315567181.

WANTED. Sage Audio Supermos 2
modules. Desperately needed. Phone D
Bell at 01656725319 (South Wales).

FOR SALE. WEKAElectronic Repoir
Manual and Modern Amateur Electronic

Manual. Both plus two supplements:
>:20 each (MO new). wrtte to W. Allen.
47 Westthorpe Gardens, Hendon, Lon-
don NW4 lTU or phone 0181 203
6023.

WANTED. Details on radio data system
encoders, circutt dtagrams or w.h.y.
Phone Paul on 0976 725 684 or e-mail
1D6004.2306

WANTED. Someone to flntsh RF pro-
ject. Willing to pay. Phone Paul on
04D2 742744.

WANTED for Casio keyboard IT -50.
RAMpack; also TA-I interface plug-in
module requjred. Have tried every-
where - please help. Write to N.H.HilI.
179 Mersey House. H.M.P. Channings
wood. Denbury. Newton Abbot. Devon
TQI26DW.

FOR SALE. vtdeocrypt decoders Type
SVAI, price >:1Deach plus postage.
Phone 0118 970 1163.

FOR SALE. Tektronox Logic Analyser
Model 7603+DFl+7D01. Has no pods
or manuals, but believed working.
Price >:295. Phone Mark on 0181761
7259.

WANTED. 2764 EPROM (programmed)
for MIDI-to-CV interface from Elektor
Electronics January 1991. Phone Lars
on +45 4353 3218 (Denmark)

WANTED. Someone to build TV signal
processtng project. PCB and most bits
supplied. Willing to pay. Phone Ron on
D402 742744 or 0976 895273.

WANTED. Late Labcenter PCB draw-
tng, software wtth manuals. Phone
Mark on 01817617259.

Send this coupon to
Elektor Electronics (Publishing)

P.O. Box 1414
Derchester DT2 8VH

England

Block capttats please - one character to each box
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Name and address MUSTbe given

FOR SALE. Low-cost PCB drill-stand &
UVUghtbox plans. >:2·00 each. wrttc
to R. Hammond. 34 Gould Firm Lane,
Aldrtdge, West Midlands WS9 Ol.X,

~
CDRRECTIDN§ ~ U. ~

Dark-room timer
(October 1996 . 960086)
The proposed stop scale for the
timer (Figure 5) should be turned
around because the delay time
increases when the control is
turned clockwise. Also, the value
of C1 is incorrectly given as 1 fJF
in the parts list, whereas the cor-
rect value is 1.8 fJF as shown in
the circuit diagram.

Matchbox BASIC comput-
er as data logger
(September 1996 - 960065)
Owing to a text conversion error,
all underscores in the names of
variables have dropped out 01 the
program listing shown in Figure 4.
The correct variable names are
LOG MAX, START LOG,
COl\tCHR. LOG":-RAM,
LOG_oATA, REAo_MAXIM and
oUMP_PTR.
Also. The compiler is unable to
process the line
WHILE oUMP _PTRG MAX 00
which is best replaced by
WHILE oUMP ]TR GMAX 00

ElektorElectronics

Motor controller lor R/C
models
(February 1997 • 960095) ,jX
The text incorrectly states that 01
and O2 are not required for unidi-
rectional mode. This should be 01
and T1. The penultimate paragraph
on page 17 and the first complete
paragraph in the right-hand col-
umn on page 18 should be
amended accordingly.

68HC11 Emulator
(February 1997 . 970008~
The correct name of the Talker for
use with a 5 MHz crystal is
TKAXTS_BOO(inset Talkers tor use
with Ihe emulaIar, page 25).
Contrary to what is stated under
the Applications examples, FAQs
heading, the Hi-Tech compiler is
not in the M11 oISK\UTILI\ dlrec-
tory. Users having access to ver-
sion 7 of this compiler may,
however. use SYMWICE.EXE to
build a small high· level debugger.
Likewise, the SYMWICE.Cfile may
help users of other compilers or
earlier versions of the Hi-Tech

5/97

compiler. SYMWICE.EXE also
works for the WICE emulator.
The text In the laffer case, ports B
and C ... (page23, third linetrom the
bottom) should be corrected to read:
In both cases, ports Band C ..
The TL7705 will switch at a low-
supply voltage of 4.5 V, not 3.6 V
as stated at the top of the right·
hand column on page 24. The ref-
erence voltaqe is calculated from:
Vrer (R2+R1)/R1 =
2.53x178/10 = 4.5 V.

oscillation may upset the normal
operation 01 the circurr.The problem
ls remedied by fitting a 47fJF/25V
eleclrolytic cspacnor in parallel wrrh
C2 at the track side ot the board. The
relevantconnections should be kept
as short as possible.
The settings 01 the three presets
on the board are determined to a
large extent by the quality of the
applied S/POIFsignal. The settings
are, therefore, dependent on the
digital signal source.

Simple inductance meter Icr meter - part 1
(February 1997-970009) K(April 1997 . 970028/1)
In the circult diagram on page 32. Some unlortunate errors have
diodes O2 through 09 should be crept into some text and the box
connected to K1 pins 2 through 9, on p. 32.
not pins 1 through 8. The layout In the 8th line, centre colurnn,
of the printed circuit board is not 102/105 should read 102//105.
affected. leut in the 9th and 12th lines

should read ldot (where dot is the
device on test).

In the formulas in the box, 2ni
should read 21[i in all five cases.
The first formula should start:
U1COS~1 = ,and the second for-
mula: U1sinf1'

Copybit inverter l\.. /
(January 1996 - 950104) \)'-
The input stage around gate IC1,
may start to oscillate when the opti·
mum sensitivity is reached by
adiusting preset P1. This spurious
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UNIDIRECTIONAL INTERFACE

COMPONENTS LIST

Resislors:
A1 = not fitted
A2,A10 = 100Q
A3 = 220Q
A4 = 3kQ9
A5 = 4kQ02
A6,A8 = 4kQ7

A7 = 4kQ7 SIL array
A9 = 12kQ
A11,A16 = 2kQ2
A12,A17 = 68Q
A13,A18 = 1kQ
A14,A15,A19,A20 = 10kQ

Capacllors:
D1,D2 = 1N4148

D3 = 1N4001
T1,T2 = SC327-40
IC1,IC2 = 82(C)43
IC3 = 74(LS)06
IC4 = 74HCT08
IC5 = 74HC(T)4538
IC6 = 7805
IC7 = LM31n

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 25-pin sub-D plug,
PCS mount, angled pins
K2 = 2-way PCS terminal
block, raster 5mm
P1 = 28-way ZIF socket
PCS not available ready-
made

,"

CDRRECTIDN§ &. UPDATE§
68HC11 Emulator
February 1997 - 970008

If the reset does not work prop-
erly it is recommended to lit a
IOO-nF capacitor near G5,
between pins I (REF) and 4
(ground).
In case there is insufficient room
lor GIO (Iocated inside the sock-
et), then this part (prelerably
SMA) may be lilled at the under-

side 01 the board.

Earlh Leakage Meier
June 1997 - 970046

Thearticle states incorrect type
numbers lor the inductor cores.
Although this does not allect the
operation 01 the circuit, prob-
lems mayarise when the circuit
is built into the specified case.
The correct core type is:

TN26/15/IO-3GII, A,=5I'H
(Philips Gomponents)

tals, which produce oscil/ation
at 8. 192 MHz in this cltcun. The
Irequency measured at the
adjustment point on the PGS is
then 4.096 MHz. The problem
may be solved by changing GI
to 68 pF, and shunting it with an
L-G series network consisting 01
a l-nF capacitor and a 4.7-!1H
inductor These parts are lilled
at the underside 01 the board.

Advanced LCR Meter
April, May, June 1997 - 970028

Grystal XI has to be suitable lor
oscillation at Hs lundamental Ire-
quency (24.576 MHz). A number
01 kit and parts dealers appar-
ently supply third-overtone crys-

MICRDPRDCESSDR CDNTEST '997
._.,,'t sent us your microprocessor project yet, remember that

'IJfI date for contest entries is 15 September 1997.
.. ,.., ru/es and an overview of the available prizes (with a total
fIt.OI'8 than 1:10,000) may be found on pages 6-10 in the
lief 1997 issue.
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•Focus on: measunng
with a pe multimeter
More options for
digital multimeters
with an
RS232 interface

Since a couple of
years, multimeters

with an RS232 inter-
face are available at

prices which are
affordable to the hob-
byist. Thanks to their
flexibility and wide
application range,

these multimeters are
now starting to

become popular. Few
users of these instru-

ments, however,
exploit the added

value and capacity of
the connection with a
pc. This article aims
at showing what can
be done with the PC
link, and how users
can write their own

programs.

By S WOjahn

36

Digital multirneters (DMMs) with a
serial Interface are marked by their
ability to connect the Instrument to an
IBM compatible pe via a simple inter-
face cable. The measurement results
(values) are then sent to the pe for fur-
ther processing. This approach creates
a number of advantages and even new
application ranges.

THE ADVANTAGES
A useful application of the pe COI1-

nection couJd be a large display for
measurement values using the pe
monitor, with the obvious aim of
improving the legibility of test results,
or for presentations. Alternatively,
series of rneasurement values could be
visualised in diagrams, or stored in
files for processing accordmg to a cer-
tain protocol. Having two or more of
these DMMs at hand allows you to
create a mathematical junction for
measurement vaJues supplied by the
individual instruments, one acting as
a voltmeter and the other, an arnmeter.
This arrangement already creates new
measurement ranges.

A bit more extensive is the applica-
tion of sensors for just about any phys-
ical quantity, induding temperature,
light intensity, pressure, humidity, and
others. In that case, the output of the
sensor; or the sensor interface, supplies
a voltage er resistance which can be
measured, while unit-conversion is
required to the correct value er dimen-
sion, ustng a look-up table or an estab-
lished calibration functian. This system
aJlows users to simply read the correct
value trom the pe screen, without the
constant need to do conversion sums.
This 'calibration feature' also enables
nearly a11 measurement equipment
without a pe interface, for example, a
Geiger-Muller counter or a decibel
meter; to be hooked up to a pe, simply
by using the DM1v1 as a kind of ana-
logue-to-digital converter (ADC).

TRE MULTIMETER
Tf you da not yet count yourself ruTIong
the owners of a digital multimeter with
a seria! interface, yau will no doubt
welcome sorne advice as regards

Elektor Electronics 4/97



Figure 1. Readout
options ot DigiSeope
tor Windows: tracer
oscilloscope, mea-
surement value list,
bar-graph and giant
display.

Figure 2. Strueture ot
a simple contral sys-
tem: the resistance
value ot a tempera-
ture sensor (e.g.
GTF150trom
Greisinger) is eeu-
brated in software. As
long as the tempera-
ture remains be/ow
the nominal level
(here, 80"C), the PC
switches on the
heater via the re/ay
card. System control
and measurement
results indication are
arranged by the pro-
gram Windows Labo-
ratory Software in
combination with the
DMM type HC506 trom
Hung Chang or VC506
(Volteraft) and an 8-
channel Centronies
relay card.

Elektor Electronics

-0"" DCV 036.6 mV
DCV 058.6 mV
DCV 065.3 mV
DCV 058.0 mV
DCV 058.0 mV
DCV 055.2 mV
DCV 043.4 mV
DCV 061.9 mV
DCV 059.0 mV
DCV 052.7 mV
DCV 043.4 mV
DCV 057.6 mV
DCV 088.2 mV
DCV 085.7 mV
DCV 091.9 mV
nrv nan Q

Page

....:J -86.3222 mV

choosing such an instrument. The gen-
eral advice in selecting a suitable (and
affordable) instrument is to lock for
one that has the desired measurement
ranges, The standard ranges such as
voltage. current, resistance and fre-
quency are, of course, offered by vir-
tually a11of today's more advanced
DMNls. [f you want additional ranges
such as capacitance, inductance, tran-
sistor/diode tesüng, logic testing. tem-

perature {internal or using aseparate
probe), dB sound pressure level (Pro-
tek 506 or Voltcraft/Hung Chang
VC 506), or power (M-3860M), then
YOllshould choose a matehing instru-
ment.
External measurement range exten-

sions are, however, also possible, as
will be seen further on in this article.
Regarding the connection to the pe, it
should be noted that the software you
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Figure 3. Here, a dB
meter with vo/tage
output is applied as
an A-D converter in
con/unction w;th an
RS232-DMM as part 01
a PC-controlled mea-
surement system. The
DMM ;s an M-3850 set
to the mV range, the
program, MeasurePC.

have avaiJable does not necessarily
support aU instruments, because some
DMMs use a slightly modified data
format (for example. the Protek 506 or
VC 506, and the M-3860M).
An additional selection aspcct

should be the measurement accurncy,
If you are after relanvely high accu-
racy, you should value low tolerances.
and have your test instrument duly
calibrated. A special position in this
respect ls held by the digital multime-
ter type M-4650-CR. While all other
DMMs use a 3)2 or 3)4 digit display, the
M-4650-CR boasts a 4)2-digit LCD
readout, which is also fully copied to
the PC Although the accuracy is so
high in some measurement ranges
that the last digit has no mearung, this
problem does not occur with other
measurement ranges (for example,
resistance, where the tolerance is
0.15% or 3 digits). Furthermore. cali-
bration is helpful with this meter,
Other buying criteria are features

such as automatie maximum/minimum
hold, measurernent value storage, dual
displays, auto-ranging (which should,
incidentally, be switched off with com-
puter use), and others.
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THE P'C CONNECTION
To be able to use the DMM with a
computer, you will need a suitable
interface cable and, of course, a PC In
many cases, the cable is inc1uded in
the DM1v1paekage. Tf not, you have to
buy it separately at about flO. Be sure
to come horne with the cable that's
right for your DMJv1,however; because
three are three different typcs around.
ABregards the PC, there are hardly

restrietions: a11you will need in most
cases is an IBM eompatible PC which
has at least one free serial port (also
called RS232 or COM). This require-
ment may still cause problems. how-
ever; if a mouse and a modern alreedy
occupy COMI and COM2, and a ser-
ial communication extension card has
to be instalIed. Unfortunately, that may
not be possible in some cases - worse,
it may not work at all because of inter-
rupt conflicts.
Basically, it is immaterial whether

you use an old 8088 XT or a Pentium
PC sporring RS232 FIFa. The main
point Is that the software to be used

runs on the avaiJable PC, and then,
Windows software simply requires at
least an 80386 processor.

THE SOFTWARE
lf you are unable or unwilling to write
your own, special. program for the
processing of measurement va lues,
there is no option but to rely on avail-
able software. CommerciaUy available
software may be divided in two
classes. Some programs are restrieted
to simple displaying of data (with the
monitor aeting as a large readout or a
long-period osciUoscope), or the abil-
tty to store rneasured values in the
form of strings. Other prograllls in
addition offer the possibility of logie
combinitation or conversion of mea-
surement values, thereby adding to
the useful range extensions already
mentioned.
As a representative of the simpler

dass we should mention the program
OigiScope, which is available in DOS
01' Windows versions. OigiScope for
DOS offers large readouts, a long-
period oscilloscope (y(t) diagram), bar-
graph, measurement value listing and
data storage in text formet, whieh
enables programmers to load mea-
surement data into a table calculation
program or a data bank, not forgetting
the option of manual edinng of all
measured data. A negative aspect of
this software is that diagrams can not
be printed. The operanon. unfortu-
nately, requires some getting used to,
and will certainly fail to appeal those
of you who are used to the 'Windows
look and feel'. A definite advantage is,
however; that DigiScope runs without
problems on an old XT or AT com-
puter, under DOS, provided, of course,
an EGA or VGA graplucs card is
installed. All this allows an old. avail-
able, PC to be given a useful applica-
tion as part of say- an measurement

Figure 4. Data format
01 the measurement
data strlng. The Hung
ChangNo/tcraft 506
and the M-3860M use
sllght/y different for-
mats.

example 1:

example 2:

I ':neasuremen~1
4

unit ·I~ndmeasured value
recognition

970035 ·15
range
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Figure 5. Program list-
Ing tor a simple mea-
surement va/ue dis-
play in BASIC.

station, while the new Pentium com-
puter remains available for other appli-
cations. This divicling of tasks between
the new and the old computer has
obvious advantages fOT Iong-pertod
measurements.
Under Wmdows, DigiScope brings

you an appealmg, Windows-compliant
user Interface. The internal operation
of the program is, however, not much
different fram the DOS version (see
Figure 1). The only advantage is the
available printing option for measure-
ment diagrams. Unfortunately, this
function is poorly implemented, and
fails to deliver satisfactory hard copy.
An additional shortcoming is that only
olle measurement instrument may be
connected, although that problem can
be eliminated simply by starting the
program several times over.
The Protek 506 multimeter (or the

Voltcraft 506) is already supplied with
Windows software. As regards perfor-
mance, this is at the same level as
DigiScope for Windows.
In the better league are programs

such as MeasurePC (original German
name: MessPC) and Windows Labo-
ratory Software (WLS). Both enable
measurement values to be converted,
so that the data processing and the
readout have the right unit of mea-
sure when a certain sensor type is
connected.

MeasurePC affers two possibilities for
measurement value conversion: if the
functional relation between the mea-
sured quantity and the desired unit is
known, then a function may be
entered for the value calculation. This
conversion function should either be
known, say, frorn the sensor
datasheets, or be established by regres-
sion of measurement value patrs using
mathernatics software. As an alterna-
tive, the program offers direct entry of
value pairs, which, by interpolation
(linear or with splines), are used to
compute the conversion function. The
value pairs required to do this are
either taken from the sensors
datasheet, or from reference measure-
ments obtained from a calibrated
instrument specifically designed for
the relevant quantity. The softwate
offers readouts on the pe monitor as
well as a long-penod (tracer) oscillo-
scope with data storage. Regrettably, a
bar-graph readout and measu rement
value Hsängs are not provided.
Furthermore. MeasurePC offers

useful functions such as smoothing of
the measurement curve, and post-
conversion of measurement strings

Elektor Electronics

PRINT "Press space to quit"
, initia1ise interface :
OPEN "COM2:1200,N,7,2,RS,CS,DS,CO" FOR RANDOMAS #1
00
PRINT #1, "0"; , request meas. data
00
IN$ = INPUT$(l, 11)
PRINT IN$;

LOOP UNTIL IN$ = CBR$(13)
FOR Z = 1 TO 3000 'short delay loop
NEXT Z

LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ = CBR$(32)
CLOSE #1
END

(post-calibration). The program runs
under DOS and works with any
graphies ea.rd on any pc. This ability
makes it very weH suited to use on an
old pc. The graphlcs display of a
string of measured values is adequate,
while printer output as well as dia-
gram exporting (using the bitmap for-
mat) are possible. A zoom function for
better detailed displaying of certarn
screen areas is, however; not pro-
vided. Unfortunately, this program,
too, allows on.ly one multimeter to be
connected.

Not so with Windows Laboratory
Software (WLS): totally in line with
Windows thinking, four D:M1v1smay
be connected simultaneously, while
this program spoils you with a weU-
designed, message-controHed user
interface ('shell'). WLS requires only
one equation to allow mathernatical
combination of measurement va lues
caprured by different digitalmultime-
ters. If necessary, integration er differ-
entiation may be included in your
equation. On the down side, calibra-
tion or value conversion by means of
a look-up table Is not provided.
The measurement value indicators

(whieh rnay be freely placed anywhere
on the screen) inc1ude a digital read-
out, an analogue (moving-coil) scale, a
bar-graph. a y(t) recorder (long-period
oscilloscope) a measurement value Iist,
a rnax/min. readout, and triggering on
these, in any combination. An excellent
point is the control of the various
instruments by means of the messages
exchanged between them. A message
is a number between 1 and 9999 sent
whenever an instrument registers a
status change. If for instance, the trig-
ger level is reached on a certain trigger
instrument, this is automatically
prompted to transmit a message
which initiates, say, the writing of a y(t)
grapf
The message instruments indude a

switching clock, a stopwatch, a dock
source, a message counter; a sound sig-
nal, or the possibility to drive an 8-
channel relay card. The relay card
(pnce approx. E35) is connected to a
parallel printer port (LPT), allowing
the relays to be actuated by individual
messages. By clever coupling of the
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Instruments via the various messages,
it becomes possfble to create extremely
useful switching systems, or accom-
plish synchronised measuring and
automation tasks (Figure 2). Desptte
some minor flaws, the weIl-designed
concept and matehing user interface,
all at a price of less than E25, give Win-
dows Laboratory Software (WLS) the
edge over the other programs men-
tioned in this article.

THE USE OF SENSORS
The use of sensors results in a tremen-
dous increase in the possibilities of a
digital multimeter. Cost-effective sen-
sors are available these days for many
physical quantities inc1uding temper-
ature, pressure, light intensity , mag-
netic field strength and relative
humidity. Such sensors usually supply
a voltage or a resistance value. Next.
these output values have to be con-
verted (calibrated) before they appear
with the proper value and unit. Such
a functicn is already provided by soft-
ware products such as Wi.ndows Lab-
oratory Software (WLS) and Mea-
surePC. lf the requtred conversion is
not dear from the sensor s datasheets,
you can't avoid acquiring them the
hard way, i.e., by means of a reference
measurement on a calibrated instru-
mcnt. Although that may hardly be a
problem with a temperature sensor,
things may become considerably more
complex if you want to measure, say,
ozone levels. That is, if you do not
have the datasheet.
Quite simple, by contrast, is the

connection of an analogue meter; for
example, a deeibel (dB) meter (Fig-
ure 3). All you need to do is tap the
voltage at the meter indicator, and
measure it using a DMM switched to
the rniIlivolt (01V) range. A teehnieally
clean method of doing so is to fit the
dB meter with a small jack socket and
making a suitable cable for connecting
the output voltage to the multimeter
inputs.
The conversion from measured

voltage to the required unit is easily
accomplished with the aid of a couple
of measurement pairs which may be
read from the analogue instrument or
the DMM. In this way, the sensor (the
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Figure 6. üsting of a
measurement value
display written in De/-
phi-Pascal under Win-
dows.

analogue measuring device) itself is
employed for the calibration.
Provided you know what you are

doing, the same may be achieved with
a digital instrument by "tapping' a volt-
age at a suitable point just befare rhe
A-to-D converter.

YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
If you are not satlsfied with the
options and features offered by the
available software, you may want to
consider writing your own programs
using whatever programming skills
you have. Alas, programming an oscil-
loscope ts out of the question because
the DMMs discussed here supply mea-
surement data at a rate of two per sec-
ond only.
The software may be written in a
higher programming language such as
BASIC, C, Pascal, Visual BASIC, er DeI·
phi. First, the serial interface has to be
initialised to 1,200 baud (9,600 baud for
the M-3860), no parity, 7 data bits in
ASCIJ format, 2 stop bits and software
handshaking. That's all there is to
prepenng for the transfer of rneasure-
ment data - all the computer (or the
program) has to da is request a mea-
surement value. This is achieved by
transmitting the ASCII character 'D'
(#68) to the DMM, which responds by
returning astring containing the cur-
rent rneasurement value, the unit and
the measurement range. The received
string has a length 01 14 bytes (Fig-
ure 4). An exception is formed by the
Protek 506 (or VC 506) and the M-
386OM. On being told to do so, the M·
3860M uses a baudrare of 9,600 bits/s,
and transmits the measurement values
of the main display and its three sub-
displays in a single data packet with a
length of 56 bytes each. The Protek 506
transmits at 1,200 baud and uses a
variable data packet length of between
6 and 15 bytes.
A simple demonstration program is

shown by the listing in Figure 5. The
results of a conversion to Delphi-Pas-
cal running under Windows are seen
in Figure 6. Both prograrns have been
kept as simple and spartan as possible
to emphasise their crucial function of
continuously requesting a measure-
ment value string and displaying it
without any kind 01 filtering. It should
be noted that these example programs
are not geared to the Protek 506 and
M-3860M, although it should not be
too difficult to adapt the relevant rou-
tines. Obvtously, if the measurement
values are to be subjected to further
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unit Main; { Protocol unit for indication of measurement
data from a DMM with interface; not suitable
for Protek 506, VC 506 or M-3860M }

interface

uses
sysUtils, WinTypes, WinProcs, Messages, Classes, Graphics,
Controls, Forms, Dialogs, StdCtrls, ExtCtrls;

type
TFormMain = class(TForm)

LabelDMM: TLabel; { should be placed on FormMain }
Timer: TTimer; { Timer also placed on FormMain
procedure FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
procedure FOrmDestroy(Sender: TObject);
procedure TimerTimer{Sender: TObject);
private

ComPort : integer;
end;

var FOrmMain: TFormMaini

implementation

{$R *.DFM}

procedure TFormMain.FormCreate(Sender: TObject);
Var DCB : TDCB;
begin

ComPort: =OpenCOMM(' COM2' ,100,100); { initialise Port }
GetcoMMState(ComPort, DCB); { load standard settings }
with DCB do beg in { implement own settings }

Baudrate:=1200;
ByteSize:=7;
Parity:=O;
Stopbits:=2;
Flags:=2;

end;
SetCOMMState(DCB); { set parameter}
Timer.Enabled:=true; { activate timer

end;

procedure TFOrmMain.FormDestroy(Sender: TObject)i
begin

Timer.Enabled:=false; { deactivate Timer}
CloseCOMM (Comport); { close Port }

end;

{ TimerTimer is OnTimer refresh (interval 1000)
procedure TFormMain.TimerTimer(Sender: TObject);
var Buf array[O ..100] of char; { receive buffer

ComStat : TComStat;
begin

WriteCOMM(ComPort,'D',I); { request meas. data }
Repeat

GetCommError(ComPort, comStat);
Application.ProcessMessagesi { don't block application ... }

until ComStat.cblnQue=14; { wait for daten}
ReadCOMM(ComPort, Buf, 20); { read out meas. data }
FlushComm(ComPort, 1) i { clear receiver queue }
LabelDMM. Caption :=Copy(StrPas (Buf), 1,13); { display meas. data }

end;

end.

processing, the measurement string
will have to be disassembled into its
components as shown in Figure 4. For-
tunately, even less expertenred pro-
grammers should not find it too diffi-
cult to adapt and extend the example
listings to their personal requirements,
or convert them into another pro-
gramnung language. (970035)

Windows Laboratory Software dis-
tributors:

Conrad Electronic, 0·92240 Hirseheu.
Germany, tel. (+49) 1805312111.

Reichelt Elektronik-Vertrieb, PO. Box
1320, 0-26449 Sande, Germany.

Digiscope (Windows and DOS) is
available trom Conrad Etectronic.

MeasurePC (MessPC) is supplied by
Umschau Software, no. Box 110262,
0-60037 Frankfurt, Germany. Tet.
(+49) 230481854.
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We extend our gratitude to Mr.
Capel 01 Goes, the Netherlands,
lor pointing out a number 01
errors and omissions in tne cir-
cuit diagram 01 the Irequency
meter described on page 68 01
tne July/August 1996 issue 01
Elektor Electronics.
Itie main error is tne missing
link between pin 7501 IG4 and
pin 3 01 connector Kl. Also,
pin 5 01IC4 has to be tied to the
+5 V rait, while pin 3 should be
connected to ground. Further-
more, pins 6 and 4 01 IC4 have
to be swapped.

Next, we have to look at IGI and
IG2. On these two ICs, the clock
and overflow lines have been
exchanged. Thisproblem is sim-
ple to solve by connecting pin 11
01lC3d to pin 1201 IC2, instead
01pin 12 01 IC 1. Next, you con-
nect pin 1401 IC2 to pin 1201
IC 1. Pin 14 01 IC 1 is then left
open. We also recommend
adding an extra 1 nF capacitor
between pins 3 and 4 oliCI, and
breaking the connection between
pin 4 01 IC 7 and pin 4 01IC2.
Finally, if you use common-cath-
ode displays, connect pins 6 of

Magnetic-Field
Meter
960100

The ellective lenglh 01 tne sol-
der pins used to make the coil
lormer is 7.5 mm. The nearest
SWG equivalent tot 0.2 mm
diameter enamelled copper wire
is no. 36.
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IGSand IG6 to ground instead 01
to +5 V. Else, the numbers will
appear inverted on the readout.

Realising the relative comp/exi-
ty 01all these modi/ications we
thought it best to reprint tne
comp/ete circuit diagram 01 the
Irequency meter, hopelully with-
out mistakes this time' Having
made the modilications, Mr.
Capel inlorms us, his circuit
worked fiaw/essly

1-

8 •.• 15',1

+
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New Item Tracer

Every day, a lair number 01read-
ets contact us asking when a
particular article was published.
"Did you ever do a bat detec-
tor?" "Where was that article
on tne U24-something again?"
"I want to obtam all articles cov-
ering the Centronics port, can
you give me an ovetview?"
You can easily answer tnese
questions yourself il you use tne
latest version 01our ftem Trac-
er, which is now available
through our Readers Services.
ttie Item Tracer is a Windows
program containing an electronic
contents overview 01all our arti-
cles published between 1985
and 1996. You can use search
keys tike (part 01) title, catego-
ry, pca number, article number,
software number, etc. The Item
Tracer also provides uselul rel-
erences to all published correc-
tions and updates.
The normal price 01 tne Item
Tracer 7985-1996 is El1.75
(US$19), but subscribers pay
only El0 (US$16). The order
code is 966006-1.
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NOTES,
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THE C#.SEOf' TliE .. E'T ..... C.t.t<
PACKAGE IS CONNECTED 10 PlN 5
1I:0"r.IO"'I-
.t.IIROW INOICATES OIRECllOH Of

Cl P'OSmVE ACCELERATlON ...lONG AXIS
QF SENSITIVm.

rroo"·"b

THEORY OF
OPERATION
111eADXL05 is a complete acceleration
rneesuremcnt system on a single
monolithic Ie. lt contains a polysilicon
surface-micro-machined sensor and
signal conditioning circuits that imple-
ment a force-balance controlloop. The
device is capable of measuring both
positive and negative acceleration up
to a level of ±5 g.
Figure 2A is a simplified view of

the ADXLOS's acceleration sensor at
rest. The actual st::ructure of the sensor
consists of 46 unit cells and a common
beam. TI1e differential capacitor sensor
consists of independent fixed plates
and central plates attached to the main
beam that moves in response to an
applied acceleration. The two capaci-
tors are series-connected, forming a
capacitive divider with a common
movable central plate. The sensor's
fixed cepacitor plates are driven dif-
ferentially by a 1 MHz square wave:
the two square-wave am plitudes are
equal but are 1800 out of phase from
one another. When at rest, the values
of the two capacitors are the same, and
the voltage output at their electncal
centre (i.e, at the centre plate) is, there-
fore, zero.
Figure 2B shows the sensor

respondmg to an applied acceleration.
When this occurs, the common central
plate or 'beam' moves doser to one of
the fixed plates whiJe moving further
from the other; This creates a mis-
match in the two capacitances, result-
ing in an output stgnal at the central
plate. The output amplitude of the sig-
nal varies in direct proportion to the
amount of acceleration experienced by
the sensor.
Figure 3 shows a functional block

diagram of the ADXLOS. The voltage
output from the central plate of the

11

1
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Figure 1. TheADXL05
;s conta;ned in a
1CJ..pinT0100 case and
is composed of four
functional circuits.

sensor is buffered and then applied to
the synchronous demodulator which
is clocked, in phase, by the same oscil-
lator that drives the fixed plates of the
sensor. 1f the applied voltage is in
sync and in phase with the clock, a
positive output will ensue. lf the
applied voltage is in sync but 1800 out
of phase with the clock, the demod-
ulators output will be negative. All
other signals will be rejected. An
external caparitor; Ct, sets the band-
width of the demodulator.
The outpur of the synchronous

demodulator drives the preamp - an
Instrumentation amplifier buffer
which is referenced to +1.8 V. The out-
put of the preamplifier, VPR' is fed back
to the outer plate of the sensor via a
3 MQ isolation reststor The VPR voltage
electrostatically resets the sensor to its
Ogposition and is a direcr measure of
the applied acceleration.
The outpur of the preamplifier is

1.8 V ±200 mV g-l with an output
range of ±1 V for a ±5g input. An
uncommitted buffer amplifier provides
the capability of adjusting the scale fac-
tar and 0 g offset level over a wide
range. An intemal reference supplies

Figure 2. (A) Simpli-
fied diagram of the
ADXL05 in the quies-
cent state (0 g level).
(8) TheADXL05 sen-
sor momentarily
responding to an
exfernally applied
acce/eration. (C) This
close-up of the Chip
clearly shows the
interleaved unit cells
and common central
beam that form cepec-
itances.

the necessary regulated valtages for
powertng the chip and +3.4 V für
external use.
The self-test is initiated by applying

a TfL high logic level (>2.0 V d.c.) to
the device's self-test pin, which causes
the chip to apply a deflection voltage
to the beam which moves it an
amount equal to -5 g (the negative
full-scale output of the device]. Note
that the ± 15% tolerance of the self-test
circuit is not proportional to the sen-
sitivity error.

MISCELLANEOUS
ASPECTS
The values of the camponents shown
in Figure 1 are those needed to mea-
sure acceleraticns in the ±5 g range
with an output scale factor of
400 mv g-l, a 2.5 V Og level, a ±2.0V
full-scale swing around 0 g, and a 3 dB
bandwidth of about 1.6 kHz. The
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ADXL05J/A: Specifications
(TA = 25 "C, Vs = 5 V, a = 0 g, unless otherwise stated)

Parameter Conditions I Min. Typ. Max. Units

SENSOR INPUT

Measurement range Guaranteed fuff seale -5 +5 9
Non-linearity Best fit straight line, 5 9 FS 0.2 %ofFS

Alignment errar
Angle between true and indicated axis of

±1 degrees
sensitivity

Transverse sensitivity +2 %

SENSITNITY
Inilitaf sensitivity at VPR +25 "C 175 200 225 mV/g

Inilital sensitivity at VOUT +25 "C, R31R, - 5 0.875 1.000 1.125 V/g

Temperature drift ±O.5 % of read-

ZERO 9 BIAS LEVEL at VPR
Initia/offset 1.50 1.80 2.10 V

VS. Temperature From 25"C to TMINITMN( +25/40 mV

VS. Suppfy va/tage Vs 4.75 to.5.25 V 10 32 mV/V

NOISE PERFORMANCE at VpR
Voftage noise density BW-4HztolkHz 500 1000 pV/v'Hz

Noise in 100 Hz bandwidth 5 mg rms

Noise in 10Hz bandwidth 1.6 mg (ms

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

3 dB bandwidth C, - 22 nF 1000 1600 Hz

3 dB bandwidth C, 10 nF 4 kHz

Sensor resonant frequency 12 kHz

SEL F TEST INPUT
Output change at VPR sr pin from fagie 0 to 1 -0.85 -1.00 -1.15 V

Logie 1 va/tage 2.0 V

Lagic 0 va/tage 0.8 V

Input impedance Ta eammon 50 kQ

+3.4 V REFERENCE

Output vo/tage 3.350 3.400 3.450 V

Output temperature drift From +25" C ta TMIJT MAX +5 mV

Power supp/y rejeetion OC, vs - 4.75 V 10.5.25 V 1 10 mV/V

Output current Soureing 500 ItA
PREAMPLIFIER OUTPUT VpR

Va/tage swing 0.25 Vr1.4 V

Current output Sauree or sink 30 80 .uA
Capacitive load drive 100 pF

BUFFER AMPLIFIER

Input offset vo/tage Delta trom nominal 1.8 V +10 +25 mV

Input bias current 5 20 nA

Open-Joop gain OC 80 dB

Unity-gain bandwidth 200 kHz

Output valtage swing /OUT = ± 100 pA 0.25 Vs-0.25 V

Capacitive load drive 1000 pF

Power suppJy rejectian OC, Vs 4.75 V to 5.25 V 1 10 mV/V

POWER SUPPLY

Operating va/tage range 4.75 5.25 V

Quieseent supply currem 8.0 10.0 mA

transfer characteristic is

VO~ = (~: (LSV - v,,)H~:'18+ 18V

where Vout and VpR are in volts.

Scale factor
The output scale factor (SF) of an
accelerometer indicates how many
volts output are provided per g of
applied acceleration. This should not
be confused with its resolution. The
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resolution of the device is the lowestg
level the accelerometer is capable of
measuring. Resolution is principaUy
determined by the device noise and
the measurement bandwidth.
The 0 g bias level is simply the d.c.

output level of the accelerometer
when it is not in motion or being acted
upon by the Earth's gravity.
The scale factor, the quiescent level

at 0g, and the frequency response, are
determined by the Independent buffer

amplifier and the values of the exter-
nal components. Since the scale factor
at output VpR is fixed at 200 mv g-I, all
that needs to be done to obtain the
seale factor at the Vout pin Is to multi-
ply it with the amplification factor of
the buffer, that ts:

As far as the scale factor is eoncerned,
R2 is of no eonsequenee. This means

Elektor Electronics 4/97
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that if a base level of 1.8V for 0 g-l is
to be the permanent norm, R2 may be
omitted. The scale factor can be set
finely by making up Rj from a fixed
resistor and apreset.

Quicscent level
The quiescent, or inert, level (0g level]
is fixed at 1.8V by the internaJ linking
of the reference source to the non-
inverting (+ve) input of the buffer
ampWier. Other levels may be selected
by giving R2 a value of

(
1.8V )R, = R)·

• ~)UT - L8V

where R2 is in ohms and VOllt in volts.
lf a.c. coupling is used, the self-test

feature must be rnonitored at VPR

rather than at the buffer output (since
the seif-test outpul is a direct voItage).

BUFFEA
AMPUAEA

~

1.8V +
VO~

V1N- _

~easurernentrange
A maximurrt symmetrical measure-
ment range is obtained by fixing the
o g bias level at 2.5 V. This may be
done, for instauce, by linking R2 not to
earth but to the wiper of aSO-kr.!:
potentiometer which connects the ref-
erence voltage outpur to earth. The
value of R1 may be as high as feasible.

Filtering
Although the ADXL05ean be used to
measure uniform as weU as variable
acceleration, the uniform eomponent
may be eliminated in a straighttorward
mannet All that is needed is a capaci-
tor; C4, in series with R1; the resulting
network is a high-pass filter with a cut-
off frequeney of

Elektor Electronlcs 4/97

Figure 3. Functional
block diagram of the

where R1 is in acce/erometer~
ohms and C4 in
farads. The capacitor must be nOI1-

polarized with a low leakage current.

CALIBRATION
If a calibrated shaker is not available,
both the 0g level and scale faetor of
the ADXL05may be set to a fair accu-
raey by using a self-callbration tech-
nique based on the 1g (average) accel-
eration of the Earth's gravity. Note that
the output polartty is that which
appears at VPR; the output at VOtit will
have the opposite sign.
With its axis of sensitivity in the

vertical plane, the ADXL05should reg·
ister a 1 g acceleration, either positive
or negative, depending on orientation.
With the axis of sensitivity in the hor-
izontal plane, no acceJeration (the 0g
bias level) should be indicated

APPLICATIONS
Populer applications for low g
accelerometers tend to fall into three
categories: measurement of tilt and 01;-
entation; Inerttal measurement of
acceleration, velocity and distance; and
vibration or shock rneasurement.
TI)eADXLOSis adc' accelercrneter;

meaning that it is capable of measunng
uniform accelerations such as the
Earth's gravity. The ADXL05 differs
from other acceleration measurement
technologies, such as piezoelectric and
ptezo film sensor, which can respond
only to 'ac' signals greater than roughly
1 Hz. This de eapability is required for
tilt and inertial measurement. Far ac

~ shock or vibration, the ADXLOScan
.~ measure frequendes of up to 4 kHz
c3 and has the added benefit of measur-f ing all the way down to dc. [970012]

.e
""
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I~ JLP-controlled
mixer board

Part 2 - Construction and computer control

This second and final
part of the audio
mixer board deals

with the construction
and the contral of the
board via a pe. To do
this, all that needs to
be done is to connect
the board to the com-

puter via a simple
three-wire link and
exchange same of
the hardware by

some intelligent, free
software. This

arranges for the mixer
board to appear on
the monitor, where-
upon it can be con-
tralled by the com-
puter mouse. This

part starts, however,
with the construction

of the board.

Desiqn by T Glesberts

50

,

Last month, the operation of digitally
controlled audio mixer SSM2163, on
which the 8-channel mixer board is
based, the control drcuits, and the
complete circuit diagram, were dis-
cussed in detail. This second and final
part starts with the construction and
installation.

should not present anyone with undue
difficulties. Sockets must be used for
both Ks. The connections for the
potentiometers and odd-numbered
switches for the left-hand channel are
at the left-hand side of the board; the
even-numbered olles for the the light-
hand channel a.re at the centre of the
board: and the signal Inputs and tcr-
nunals for the mute switch are all at
the right-hand side of the board. The
supply line terminals and the two
LEDs are loeated at the long sides of
the board. Figure 8 shows the com-
pleted prototype board.

CONSTRUCTION

The mixer board is convenient1y built
on the compact printed-circuit board
in Figure 7. In view of the small num-
ber of components, construction
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INSTALLATION
While the construction of the board is
simple, its fitting into a suitable case is
rather more tedious: not difficult, but
tedious since a great many short
lengths of wire have to be soldered
into piace.
The audio (input) sockets and out-

put sockets are linked to the relevant
parts of the circuit with short lengths
of screened audio cable. Flexible,
stranded circuit wire may be used for
all other connections. The +ve and
-ve terminals of the potentiometers, as
well as the +ve terminals of all left-
hand channel switches, may be inter-
1inked at the front panel. When a11this
is done, there will be quite a cable
100mbetween the front panel and the
printed-circuit board.
An illustration of the completed

prototype is shown in Figure 9. The
enclosure is specifically designed to
house mixer boards. The one used in
the prototype is aRetex Type ABOX
RA.2, but similar cases (some without
holes and cut-outs) are available from
a number of manufacturers.

Parts list

Resistors:
R1, R5. Rg, R13• R17• R21• R25, R29•
R33, R36 = 10 kQ
R2• R4. R6• Ra. RlO• R12, R14• R16•
R1B•R20• R22• R24• R26• R2B•R30•
R32 = 47 kQ
R3• R7. Rn. R15• R19• R23• R27,
R31 = 82 kQ
R34 = 680 Q
R35 = 820 Q

Capacitors:
Cl-Ca = 330 nF
Cg• ClO = 22 pF
C11 = 22 IJF. 40 V. radial
C12• C13• C17 = 10 IJF, 63 V. radial
C14• C15' C16 = 100 nF ceramic

Semlconductors:
01 = LEO, low-current. green
02 = LEO, low-current, red

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = ST62T25B* - available pro-
grammed against Order no.
976502-1 (see Readers Services
towards the end of this issue)
IC2 = SSM2163 (Analog Oevices)

Miscellaneous:
81-S17 = SPST switch
P1-PB = slide potentiometer, 25 kQ
JP1 = jumper (wire bridge)
Xl = crystal, 8 MHz
Enclosure = Retex ABOX RA.2 or
similar
PCB Order no. 970037-1-AV*
* These are available as a combina-
tion against Order no. 970037 -C -
see Readers Services towards the
end of this issue.
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POWER SUPPLY
The mixer board requires a symmetri-
cal ±5 V power supply. The current
drawn from the positive line is about
20mA, and that from the negative line,
8 mA. The supply in the prototype
consists of a 2x9 V, 350 mVA trans-
former followed by a rectifier, a 7805
and a 7905 voltage regulator and the
necessary smoothing capadtors. The
design described in 'General-purpose
power supply' elsewhere in this issue
is very suitable.

POTENTIOMETERS
Slide potentiometers are available in a
variety of models, sizes and prices. The
ultimate choice is up to you and will
depend on the demands you are likely
to make on the mixer board. Whatever
type is chosen, it cannot cause noise
on the output, but at the same time its
slide action must be smooth, and this
is not always the case with the cheap-

Figure 7. The printed-
circuit board for the
8-channel mixer con-
sole is surprisingly
compact.

est on the market.
If certain pairs of channels are used

frequently, you may find it handy to
couple the knobs of the relevant (adja-
cent!) potentiometers with a spedal
clamp.
Note that it is possible in stereo use

to do with one mono potentiometer
for the two channels. If, for example,
you arrange channels 1 and 2 perma-
nently as the left- and right-hand
channels of one stereo signal, channel
1 may be switched to 'left' with switch
Sl' and channel 2 to 'right' with S4 -
the pins for P1 and Pz must be inter-
linked, of course.

ADDITIONAL CHANNELS
Although the board and software
described in this article are not suitable
for expansion, two or more SSM2163s
can be paralleled to provide additional
channels. This is done simply by inter-
linking inputs CLK, WRITE, LD and
SYSMUTE.The DATAOUT pin of the
first SSM2163is linked to the DATAIN
pin of the second. If outputs VOtm and
VOUTR of the two SSM2163s are
summed by suitable buffers - a dual
audio op amp such as the SSM2135
will do nicely - a 16-input, 2-output
mixer is obtained. An advantage of the
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Figure 8. Completed
prototype printed-cir-
cuit board. Note that
sockets have been
used for ICt and IC..

datsy-chalning is that it allows a 3-wire
serial interface as used in the 8-input
mixet to control tWQ or more
SSM2163s.
The serial data format for the daisy-

chain circuit is siruilar to the 8-channel
application, except that the SSM2163s
are loaded in taudem. After setting
WRITE and LOAD low, two bytes are
clocked into the first SSM2163. When
WRITE and LOAD retum high, data
will be latched into both SSM2163s
simultaneously.

COMPUTER CONTROL
As mentioned earlier, the connections
for the serial Interface - DATA IN,
CLK, and WRJTElLD - are accessible
via peB terminals. This enables con-
tral of the mixet board bya com-
puter, for which Analog Devices,
the manufacturer of the
SSM2163, have special soft-
ware available. Once you
have this, the electronics
can be reduced appre-

ciably, and the
operation of

Figure 9. Themost
tedious job in com-
pleting the mixer
board is the wiring
up.
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the slide potentiometers and the
switches carried out via the monitor
screen of the PC

'1'0 achieve this, the D(ata in),
C(lock), W(rite/LD) and .1 terminals
on the peB are linked to pins 2, 3, and
4 of the parallel (printer) port of the pe
via a screened 3-wire cable. The screen
is connected to the .1 terminal on the
peB and to pins 22, 23, and 24 of the
parallel port. The manufacturers
advise to include a 100 n resistor in
series with each of the three links as
protection aga.inst externaJ potentiale.
Furthermore. lC1, the potential
dividers linked to the controller, the
channel switches and the slide poten-
tiometers on the mixer board are then
superfluous and may be removed (but
only if you a.re absolutely certai.n that
you will always control the mixer
board via the PC). What is left of the
cireuit in Figure 6 is shown in Fig-
ure 10, which also shows how the
mixer board is connected to the PC

SOFTWARE
Minimum requirements of the PC are
386/4 MB RAMlWindows 3.1. Since the
software offered free by Analog
Devices can be obtained only via the
Internet, connection to this network
(either YOlli' own or a friend's) is indis-
pensable.
The software is installed as follows:
Access Internet address wwwana-
log.com/adibin/locate?SSM2163.
Seleet 'SSM2163 Evaluation Board
Softwa.re' .
A file named 'SSM2163.Z[P' is then
loaded. This can be unzipped with
program 'PKUNZlP' or 'WINZIP'.
Onee the file is unzipped, a num-
ber of other files, among which
'Setup.exe' are shown. When this
program Is started, the software IS
installad automatically.
After installation, a number of files
have been added to Windows. Pro-
gram 'SSM2163.exe' is found in a
separa te directory,
When 'SSM2163.exe' is started, the
software version of the mixer board
appears on the monitor screen. Pro-
vided that the Inputs and outputs

of the SSM2163 are connected
and that the mixet board

is linked correctly to
the rc, the program
is then fuUy opera-
tional.
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Just as on the aetual board, there is
a slide potentiometer for the volume
control in each channel, as well as two
switches with which the output chan-
nel is determined. Clieking on the
knob of a slide potentiometer enables
it to be rnoved to and fro with the
mouse.lf you are not used to working
with a mouse, this operation may be
slightly unusual, but you will 500n get
the hang of it, so that smooth in and
out fading is achieved.
Note that there is a useful addi-

tional facility: in the window above
each slide potentiometer, the exaet
attenuation in dB is shown.
Beside the channel switehes

marked left and right is an indication
by rneans of a coloured square
whether the switch Is aetuated or not:
green is 'on' and red is 'off". Clicking
on the switch suffices to change the
colour.
The switch at the top lefthand side,

'AllON' offers a kind of mute function,
since it enables all channels to be
switched on or off simultaneously.
Here also:.green is 'on' and red is 'off".
The rectangular field at the right-

hand side, 'fade time', 'Mem 1',
'Mem 2', 'fade' and "jump' offers some
features that are not available on the
original mixer board. These switches
enable automatie fading between two
previously selected positions of each of
the eight slide potentiometers. If with
the mouse, you have set the controls
to a eertain position, these positions
are stored in memory by a click on
'Mem 1'. [f then the eontrols are set to
different positions, a diek on 'Mem 2'
stores these positions in memory. lf
then 'fade' is clicked, the controls auto-
matically move from one stored posi-

Figure 11. Sereen
dump of the software
deve/oped by Analog
Deviees. Additional
features are the indi-
eations of the attenua-
tion in dB and the
possibility of auto-
matie fading between
two previous/y stored
settings of the eon-
tro/s.

Elektor Electronics

tion to the other. The speed at which
this OCCillS may be set between 1 and
10 seconds with the 'fade time' control
- the set time can be read in the win-
dow underneath this contro!. A dick
on the "jump"key moves the controls
instantly frorn stored position 1 to
stored position 2.
The 'HALT' key is for use if for ane

reason or another; it is desired to inter-
rupt the automatie fading process.
Reading this rnay make operation

appear slightly tedious, but once yau
have the control panel on the monitcr;
you will see how smoothly it aUworks
and how simple it is to operate.

[97{x137-21

Figure 10. Themixer
board may be eon-
trolled by a PC with
the aid of this eireuit.
Pins D, C and Ware
linked via 100n resis-
tors to pins 2, 3 and 4
of the parallel port of
the PC.
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general-purpose
power supply

five versions on one board

Electronic
circuits have at
least one thing
in common: they

need power to oper-
ate. The power sup-
ply described in this

article has been
designed for use with

most circuits pub-
lished in this maga-
zine. It may use a
variety of different

transformers, and pro-
vide various output
currents and output

voltages.

A stable power
supply is of prime

importance for the correct
functiorung of an elec-
tronic system. Over the
past ten years Cf so, the

design of such a supply has become
much easier thanks to the availability
of reliable integrated regulator circuits,
which are spedaüy intended for use on
power lines. Most of these circuits not
only provide voltage regulation, but
also current lirniting and thermal pro-
tectian. Normally housed in a three-
pin case, they can now be bought for
around a pound. Most of them form
part 01 the 78xx or 79xx families, which
are !lQW so extensive that there is a reg-
ulator for almost any voltage encoun-
tered in a modern electronic circuit.
These properties have been taken into
account in the design of the general-
purpose board on which this artide is
based. The board can house a supply
that, to individual requirements, can
supply (a) a positive output voltage; (b)
a negative output voltage; or (c) a com-
bination 01(a) and (b).Desiqn by P. Verhoosel
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The maximurrt outpur current is a
good one ampere. Mains transformers
with a single or a dual secondary
winding may be used. The board
allows transformers of different man-
ufacturers to be employed.
The output voltage is determined

by the regulator JC used, which, in
practice, means one of the following
positive levels: 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 20,
or 24 V; or these negative levels: 5,6,8,
12, 15, 18, 20 or 24 V If both a positive
and a negative output are required,
either a common ground version or
two isolated pairs of power lines can
be accommoda ted.

VARIOUS DESIGNS
Figure 1 shows five supply drcuits that
are different as regards output voltage
and mains transformer used, yet can
all be constructed on the same board.
This is made possible by the use 01 a
variety of wire bridges.
Designs A and B use a transformer

whose terminal pins are fairly dose
together (narrow pitch), whereas
designs C and D use a transformer

Elektor Electronics 4/97



with wide-pitched ternunals. Design E
is intended for use with a transformet
with dual secondary winding (which
enables either outpur voltage to be
used tndependenüy). Note that
designs A, D and E use a bridge recti-
fier; whereas designs D and E use a
single diode recdfier. The ripple on the
(rectified] outpul of a bridge rectifier is
smaUer than in the ease of a single
diode.

Elektor Electronics

When a bridge rectifier is used. the
value of the buffer capaeitor should be
about 2200,u.F, whereas in a single-
diode design, it should be at least
twice that value.
Note in the circuit diagrams that

the order of the terminals of the post-
tive-Iine regulators (78xx) and those of
the negative-line regulators (79xx) are
different. ln both types of reguletor the
outpur pin is the same, but those for

'70036·11b

I'"
970036 • llc
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input and ground are dissimilar. This
is why on the board provision is made
for a wire bridge near the regulator
connections which is used or not
depending on the desired output.
The trans former is preeeded by a

fuse - as long as this is of the correct
rating, nothing much can go wrang.

CONSTRUCTION
Whether you have bought a peB via
our Readers Services, er made it your-
self on the basis of Figure 2, it is vital
to start with the placing of the wire
bridge(s) needed for the chosen
design. Construction is simplilied by
placing board layout for each design
adjacent to the diegram. Some impor-
tant points to watch in each case are as
follows.

Design A.
Transtormer with single seeondary
winding; terminals narrow piteh.
Output positive or negative (former is
shown).
For a positive output line, IC, = 78xx;
wire bridge to -l-,
For negative output une, IC, = 79xx;
wire bridge to -.

Design B.
Transtormer with single seeondary
winding; terminals narrow piteh.
Output symmetrieal.
For a positive output line, IC, =
78xx; wire bridge to +.
For negative output Iine, IC2 = 79xx;
wire bridge to -.

Design C.
Transtormer with single seeondary
winding; terminals wide piteh.
Output symmetrieal.
For a positive output tine, IC, = 78xx;
wire bridge to +.
For negative output line, IC2 = 79xx;
wire bridge to -.

Figure 1. Circuit diagrams of
Ihe five possible designs.
Particulars are shown al Ihe
right of the diagrams. Read
the text about the various
design possibilities.
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Construction of the remainder of the
circuits, including what wire bridge(s)
and ehoiee of reetifier,is conveniently
seen on the component layout in Fig-

ure 2. How to determine what mains
transformer to use (front a technical
rather than cast aspect) is shown in the
first of tbe two boxes. The remaining
componcnts needed for a particular

Design D.
Transformer with single seeondary
winding; terminals wide piteh.
Output positive or negative (former is
shown).
For a positive output fine, IC, = 78xx;
wire bridge to +.
For negative output fine, IC I = 79xx;
wire bridge to -.

Design E.
Transformer with dual seeondary
winding.
Output two positive fines or /wo neq-
ative fines or symmetrieal (Iatter
shown).
For a symmetrieal output fines, IC, =
78xx; wire bridge to +, IC2 = 79xx;
wire bridge to -.
For two positive fines, IC, and IC2 are
both 78xx, wire bridge to -i-.
For two negative lines, both IC, and
IC2 are 79xx, wire bridge to -.

design are shown in the parts list and
on the cireuitdiagram. Note that addi-
tional companents cannat be accom-
modated and may give rise to short-
circuits.

VTR31xx;
VTR81xx;

What tralJst=ornJer?
In theory, the output voltage of the reetifier, Udc, is related
to the secondary potential, Useo of the mains transformer
by

in which both Udc and Usecare in volts.
In praetiee, however, there is a voltage drop aeross the

reetifier of about 2 V, the voltage aeross the buffer capac-
itor has a ripple of 1.5-2 V, and the drop aeross the req-
ulator IC is also about 2 V. This means that the input to the
reetifier, Use<>must be about 6 V higher than that of the
output voltage, Uout. So, for example, if the required Uout
= 5 V, Usec must be (5+6)1'i2 ~ 8 V.
The output eurrent should also be eonsidered wel/.

Most manufacturers stete the rating of the trenstormer in
VA. Sinee, after reetifieation, the vol/age is inereased by a
faetor -.J 2, the eurrent is redueed. The transformer should
be able to provide a eurrent of not less than -.J 210ut.

Caleulating the rating and eonsequent dimensions of
a heat sink is not too diffieult. Measure the vol/age drop
(in volts) aeross the regulator and multiply that by the cur-
rent (in amperes), whieh yields the power dissipation, p,
of the device. Assuming a maximum ambient temperature
of 30°C and a maximum temperature of the IC ease of
60°C, the maximum temperature rise of 30°C is permit-
ted. This means that a heat sink of thermal resistanee 30/P
must be used As an example, say the voltage drop aerass
a regulator is 6 V and the eurrent through it is 1 A. The
deviee's power dissipation is then 6 W, so that the ttier-
mal resistanee of the required heat sink is 30/6 = 5 K W-1.

SuitabJe transformers

Monaeor: VTRllxx; VTRI2xx;
VTR41xx; VTR42xx;
VTR121xx; VTRI22xx

Hahn: BI' EI 303; BI' EI 304; BI' EI 305; BV EI 306
Velleman: EI30/x; EI38/x; EI42/x; EI48/x; E154/x

VTR32xx;
VTR82xx;
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Parts list

Capacitors:
Cl' C2 = 1 J.1F,polyester (MKT)
C3, C4 = 2200 J.1F,64 V (see text)

Semiconductors:
01-08 = 1N4002

Integrated circuits:
IC1, IC2 = see text

Miscellaneous:
F1 = fuse, 100 mA, slow
K1, K2, K3 = two-way terminal strip
for board mounting, pitch 5 mm
Fuse holder, with protective hood,
for board mounting
Trl = mains transformer (see text)
PCS Order no. 970036

Make sure that the regulator ICs
are fitted in the correct position. The
flat side to which a heat sink may be
mounted should always point out-
wards.
Since the full mains voltage exists at

the fuse terminals, it is advisable to use
a holder with insulating hood.
Some of the tracks of the board

carry the mains voltage. Therefore, do
not connected the mains to the board
until this has been mounted in a suit-
able case on 10 mm long spacers. See
also the Safety page regularly included
in this magazine.
When the mains is switched on, the

Figure 3. Photograph of
the completed prototype
which may be used with
a great variety of e/ec-
tronic circuits.

2

79xx regulators
Regulators for use in negative supply fines
(79xx series) possess a troublesome property:
they give the requisite output voltage only if the
load current is at least a few milliamperes.
Under no-load conditions, the output volta ge
differs from the nominal one by a few volts. It
is therefore advisable to include a light-emit-
ting diode (LED) in series with a resistor in the
negative output fine. The value of the resistor,
R, should be such that, in the absence of
another load, the output current is 2-5 mA. It is
calculated from

R = Uour2)/2x 10-3 (n),

where Uout is in volts.

Figure 2. The compo-
nent and track layout
of the printed-circuit
board that is suitable
for all five designs
described.

requisite output voltage(s) should
appear at the relevant output(s). If not,
check the correct operation of the rec-
tifier(s) by measuring the potential
across C3 and C4 respectively. If the
expected voltage exists across the
capacitor(s), but there is no output, the
relevant regulator is not connected
properly or it is defect. 1970036J
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Vann Draper doubles the power
Vann Draper Elec-

tronics have just an-
nounced the intro-
duction of a dual

output power supply
with comprehensive

features and full
protection.

The ADPS305 is a dual output
o to 30V, 0 to 5 amps regulat-
ed oe linear bench power
supply capabJe of operating in
constant voltage and constant
current modes with front panel
switching tor isolated, serial er
parallel operation. This has
the advantage of allowing the
user to easily seleet 0 to 60V
at 0 to 5 amps or 0 to 30V at

o to 10 amps or dual 0 to 30V
o to 5 amps. In serial er par-
allel müdes the unit operates
as a master slave.
The output voltages are set by
both coarse and fine controls
with output voltage and Gur-
rent monitored by tour 3.5
digit liquid crystal displays
which provide elear and con-
eise readings.
Load regulation is better than
0.2% and ripple less than 5mV.
Full averload and short circuit
protection is provided by
means of a current foldback
circuit wh ich minimises the
risk of damage to the power
supply or target should an
overload occur.
The ADPS305 has a light steel
case finished in a hard wear-

ing matt black coating.
The unit measures
350x320x150 mm and is
priced at E289.00, represent-
ing one of the best value and
lowest cost units available.

(977052)

Vann Draper EJectronicsLtd.,
Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal
Street, South Wigston, Leices-
ter LEI8 2PL. Tel. (0116)
2771400, fax (0116) 2773945.

New programmer
from Smart Communications

The new ALL-07A from SMART supports
over 3,000 devices. This includes pragram-
ming for devices with as few as 8 to over

200 pins including EPROM, E2PROM,
FLASH, Bipolar, Serial PROM, IC Memory
Cards, PCMCIA cards, PAL,GAL, PEEL,
EPLD, FPL, FPGA,CPLD and microcon-
trailers with testing for TTL 74/54, CMOS

40/45 and DRAM and SRAM parts.

The ALL-07A runs either under
DOS or Windows (3.1 or 95)
using the new WINADP-96.
The simple batch file setup
pracedure enables you to run
the mundane repetitive oper-
ations on the production line
with a single key strake. This
both simplifies operation of
the programmer and signifi-
cantly reduces the risk of op-
erator errar.
The system is based on a
range of interchangeable
PACKS which reduces con-
siderably the number of
adapter changes for each dif-
ferent device. The ALL-07A
connects directly to your par-
allel printer port or optionally
via the serial port or optional-
Iy via the serial port or thraugh
a PCMCIA adapter.
For even greater flexibility the

ALL-07A has aseries of gang
PACKs for gang
E/EPROM/FLASH memory,
gang microcontroller, gang
PLD/CPLD and finally gang
PCMCIA card programming.
For specifiers, the system is
CE and TÜV approved and
both the algorithms and hard-
ware are approved by a range
of le manufacturers including
AMD, Atmel and Texas Instru-
ments. (97705')

SMART Communicaticns, 2
Field End, Arkley, Bamet,
Herts EN5 3EZ. Tel. (0181)
4413890, fax (0181) 4411843.
Email: sales@smartcom.co.uk.
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LabVIEW pM HP, Mi 1 rem

Similar to tools available only
for text-based languages like
C, this product provides
graphical programmers with
the tools needed tor managing
and tracking code in large de-
velopment projects, These
tools are ideal for large teams
of developers, for individual

><I

tured applications. These new
products will be availabJe 10r
Windows NT/95, Mac OS
68K1PPG,SunSolaris1 and2,
HP-UX,andPowerMAXOS.

(9770551

National lnstrurnentaz l
Kingfisher Court, Hambridge
Road, Newbury, Berkshire,
RGI45SJ. Tel. (01635) 523545,
fax: (01635) 523154.
Email: info.uk@natinst.com.
Internet:
http:///www.natinst.eom/uk/.

'G' Graphical Progr .rc_~:.,•. "Ho· ~* "7r,~.,,,,,.~,",r"1' ,..,U-S}e
National Instruments usersdevelopinglargesuites '''_' I· :J
has announced the of virtual instruments (Vls). and F! .... 1",_"",

LabVIEW Profession- forGprogrammersneedingto .;;;;;;;;_;;~;~;;;",;;;;;;~
adhere to stringent quality - ~..-..t.k ~~_ '. i.li't!H"tt -.I_--"':'='=~'--'alDevelopers Suite standards such as those re- """,,,,,I.. _-4~ ~ 1', • ~i .,,,,,,.,, ,....

(POS), designed to quiredby ISO9000or FDA. i~'""? . ~'",.,._..
help LabVIEW users TheLabVIEWProfessionalDe- .;i;.. ,.~

velopers Suite includes thedevelop high-end, -eeLabVIEWFull Developmenl
large-scale applica- System, the Application ~,

tions. Builder, and the new Profes-
sional G Developers Toolkit.
For existing LabVIEWand
BridgeVIEWusers,theProfes-
sional G Developers Toolkit is
available separately. The Tool-
kit includes code management
tools for source code control,
code complexity metrics, and
documentation utillties, as weil
as G programming standards
useful for designing weil struc-

Portable Power from a Matchbox
Merlin Equipment's
new NOTEpower 75i
inverter allows com-
puter users to run

and re-charge note-
book computers in

their car.

By simply and silently con-
verting the car's 12 volt bat-
tery power to 230VAC mains
electricity, business people
have enough power to run all
day without the need for ex-

pensive spare battery packs!
Even today's high-tech note-
book computers will last for
just a few hours when running
from their internal battery. By

using the new match box size
NOTEPower 75i, they never
need to worry about short bat-
tery fife agaln.
The NOTEPower is safe to use
with all machines available on
the markei.The NOTEpower
75i simply plugs into the car
cigar Ilghter socket for easy
connection. Output is then fed
to the computer's own power
supply 'brick' using he stan-
dard cable provided.
TheNOTEPower75i isGEap-
proved, conforming to EU di-
rectives for electrical interfer-

ence and safety, allowing units
to be confidently used in many
applications involving sensitive
electronics. Retail priee for the
unit is around E:80 exc!uding
VAT and carriage.

(977056)

Merlin Equipment, UnH 1,
Hithercroft Court, Lupton
Road, Hithereroft Industrial
Estate,Wallingford,Oxford-
shireOXlO9BT. Tel. (01491)
824333, fax (01491) 824466.
Email: 101756.3500@eom-
puserve.com.

Differential Phase Change Thermal Interface
ORCUS Inc. an-

nounces the immedi-
ate availability of

THERMAPHASE, a
new type of thermal
interface material for
thermal management

of power semicon-
ductors, micro-

processors, and other
power electronics.

This new Phase-Change mate-
rial is a dry-to-touch solid at
room temperature. At a tem-
perature slightly above normal

Elektor Electronics

semiconduetor operating tem-
peratures the material ehanges
to the I1quidstate. lt flows into
the microseopie voids of both
semiconductor and heatsink to
provide 100% thermal contact.
The resulting decrease in ther-
mal resistance Goals the sem i-
conductor to a temperature
below the phase change tem-
perature of the compound, so
that it re-enters the solid state.
The material is availabJein two
versions: electrically insulating
and electricalJy conductive.
The thermal resistance of the
electrically insulating version
can be as lowas 0.170G/W.

4/97

The eJectrically conductive
type has a thermal resistance
of only0.025G/W.
The new material has several
unique advantages over older
thermal interface materials:
- Very low mounting forces

- Uses only Food Grade ma-
terials

- Improved chemica! resis-
tanee

- Operates in the solid phase
- EliminatesGold-Flowof Elas-
tomeric materials
- Eliminates mess of thermal
grease
- Available on adhesive back-
ing paper

(9770531

ORCUS Ine., Box307, Stil-
weU, Kansas 66085, U.S.A. Tel.
(913) 768 1875, fax (913) 768
0494. Email
orcusnet@tyreU.net.
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opto-to-coaxial
audio converter

converts digital outputs

Most audio equip-
ment produced in the
past five to ten years
has digital inputs and
outputs. It is a pity,

though, that there are
two standards: optical
and coaxial, and not
all equipment has

both. Fortunately, the
connection difficulties
that may ensue are

easily resolved by the
use of the adaptor

described in this arti-
eie. This enables any
optical output to be

converted into a
coaxial one or vice

versa.

Design by T Glesberts
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THE PROBLEM
Connection difficulties are frequent
phenomena in the audio world. In the
begiruung there was the OlN
(Deutsche Industrie Normen = Ger-
man Tndustrial Standards) standard.
Within a very short time, there were
a number of variants on this: a five-
pole plug does not fit into a three-way
socket; 1800 plugs and 24if sockets are
not compatible either. And let's not
even talk about the seven-way plugs
and four-way square DIN connectors.
The result of this was a thriving mar-
ket in adaptors.
After the DIN era, there came the

phono socket era. Onee this had estab-
lished itself, there was aperiod of rel-
atively calm - until the advent of "per-

sonal audio'. On this small equipment
there was no space to fit standard
phono sockets for the line outputs and
so the 3 mrn mini jack was born. And
again, an adaptor was requtred if such
a Walkman nr or Discman n, had to be
connected to another piece of audio
equlpment.
It seems that hlstory will repeat

itself in respect of the connectors on
modern audio equipment. Prom day
one it was the case that where
exchange 01 digital signals took place,
there were two standards: one work-
ing with electrical pulses and the other
with light pulses. In itself that is, 01
course, no problem as lang as both
typcs of cannector are fitted on all
audio equipment. And that is mani-

* S/PDIF = Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format - the consumer version of the
AES/EBU standard. This standard was devised by the American Audio Engi-
neering Society and the European Broadcasting Union to deline the signal tor-
mat, electrical characteristics and connectors to be used for digital interfaces
between professional audio products.
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Figure 1. A coaJCial-to- * +5V

optlcal converter basi- sv + + sv
cal/y needs only an IC3
amplifier, a buffer and

7805 L1a Toslink,. sender. >+8V
»ev + 1/ • 47).1H...

14

ICl
festly not happening. It is true that
there is equipment on the market that
has both, but the majority has not.

THE SOLUTION
Two converters are described that rem-
edy the connection problem. They are
easy to build and put paid to any
interface problern between digital
Inputs and outputs.
One of the designs converts elec-

trical signals into optical ones and the
other does exactly the opposite. Both
designs are based on the well-known
Toslink" modales. These compact
converters may be built into the rele-
vant audio equipment cr they may be
constructed as stand-alorte units.
lf the converter is built into the

audio equipment, its power may be
denved from that equipment. lf used
as stand-alone unit. the unit dertves
power from a mains adaptor.

FROM COAX TO OPTO
The circuit of the etectncal-to-opncal
converter (EOC) is shown in the dia-
gram of Figure I. H is a straightfor-
ward design.
The S/PD1F* signal input to K-l has

a peak-to-peak value of about 0.5 V
and is applied across 75 n terminating
resistor RI.This signaJ ts amplified first
by TCla and then by lC-lb! wbereupon
it has a peak-to-peak value ot 5 V (HC
level). The design of the amplifiers pre-
vents any clipping taking piace.
The supply to ICla is ~Vcc because

of reststor R2. Any input offset is
blocked by Cl- Iltis capacitor also pre-
vents the operating point of ICIa being
affected by RI.
The output of IC2b is applied to IC",

a Toslink I'M sendet; in which the actual
conversion from electrical to optfcal
signal takes place.
The circuit is powered by a supply

!ine that is regulated by JC3. Choke LI'
resistor R4 and capa citors CrC4
ensure adequate decoupling of the
supply line. More abaut the supply
later.

~.l.~
IC2

TOTX173

*see text

ICl = 74HCU04
970031 • 11

•

Long(ishJ optical link
The canverters described in this artic/e mayaiso be used tot anather purpose
that has nothing to do with connection problems. It ts a known fact that opti-
callinks suffer from a slight drawback: in practical use their length is very lim-
ited. This means that when it is desired to link two units that have only opti-
cal connectors over a distance of a few metres (10 feet or so) there is a Wie
problem. However, the use of /Wo converters makes the link possible. To do
tbis, connect
a converter
to each of
the /Wo audio
units via a
short optical
cable and
link the con-
verters via a
standard,
screened
coaxial cable
(see illustra-
tion). fI may
seem rather
a long way
around the
problem, but
it works weil.

CD player converter

o,u", (3s'gm.1
:::=0-:::

97oo31 -13

[I 11 CGOCClr::lODOO
t:lCHJOCl
oeaClO
I ~<:I0~!5
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00 0

coax!al

converter

[}""",signal
::=0-:::

DATlMini Disc recorder

0° DI~llgJ
000 CIJODOD 0 000

.. I~~LI..-n I,;.." "",;-0: m:'IIII
,!., ~~~- Lil:-O\I\~)l7j-,"l.[1J)L-J NOW ALSO WINDOWS 95 & NT ~~:~ ~

~;..,- \& U": -. SPECIAL OFFER ULTlboard Challenger 700, consrsnrq of ULllcap Sehemete Cepture, ULTIboard PCB Desiqn and- :r~~ ,~. -.- ULTlroute GXR Hipup & Retry Autorouter, with a desiqn ceoeotv of 700 component pms for only~ ·\r1 ~(:}I';;, valid until June 30, 1997 [349 excl VAl and SjH Upgrades tc targer capacrtv svstems. rncludrng those featunng SPECCTRA
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* +5V

2 sv + + sv
IC3

>+8V 7805 L2

>8V + I) • 47J.lH....
14

C8 C7 C6 IC2

FROM OPTO TO COAX
The circuit of the optical-to-electrical
converter (OEC) is shown in the dia-
gram of Figure 2. Like its sister circuit,
it is a straightforward design.
The input signal is applied to ICv a

Toslink ™ receiver. Provided that the
level of the optical signal is sufficient,
the output of ICI is at TTL level (low
= 0.5 V high = 3 V). This means that
amplification is not necessary in this
circuit, so that ICI is followed by buffer
IC2a. The five remaining inverters in
IC2 are paralleled to function as the
output stage. The output signal is
applied to KI via coupling capacitors
CI-C3 and potential divider RI-R2.
The potential divider has two meet

two criteria. The first is that, provided
the output is correctly terminated into
750, the output voltage level does not
exceed 0.5 V. The second is that the
output impedance must be 750 to
prevent any mismatch. Consequently,
the values of the two resistors are fairly
low and this means that the output
stage has to provide a relatively large
current. This, in turn, is the reason that
the five inverters in IC2 are connected
in parallel.
Asymmetrie loading of the output

stage is prevented by a.c. coupling.

Figure 3. The printed-
circuit boards for the
two converters are
manufactured as one.

/166

*see text

IC2 = 74HCT04
970031 - 12

Figure 2. An optical-
to-coaxial converter
needs a Toslink™
receiver and not much
mott. A potential
divider ensures the
correct level of the
output signal and the
value of the output
impedance.

Parts list

COAX-TO-OPTO CONVERTER

Resistors:
R1 = 75 n
R2 = 10 kn
R3 = 8.2 kn
R4 = 4.7 n

Capacitors:
CI' C2, C4 = 100 nF cerarnic,
pitch 5 mrn

C3 = 47 JiF. 25 V. radial
C5 = 2.2 I1F. 63 V. radial
C6 = 10 JiF. 63 V, radial

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = 74HCU04
IC2 = TOTX173 (Toshiba)
IC3 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
LI = 4711H (standard available)
K1 = audio connector for board
mounting
PCS Order no. 970031 (see Readers'
services towards end of this issue)

OPTO-TO-COAX CONVERTER

Resistors:
R1 = 374 n, 1%
R2 = 93.1 n. 1%
Capacitors:
C1-C3 = 47 nF, cerarnlc, pitch 5 rnrn
C4, C5 = 100 nF, ceramic,
pitch 5 mrn
C6 = 47 JiF, 25 V, radial
C7 = 2.2 I1F, 63 V. radial
Cs = 10 JiF, 63 V, radial

Integrated circuits:
IC1 = TORX173 (Toshiba)
IC2 = 74HCT04
IC3 = 7805

Miscellaneous:
Lt. L2 = 47 JiH (standard available)
K1 = audio connector for board
rnounting
PCS Order no. 970031 (see Readers'
services towards end of this issue

3
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This is effected by three capacitors con-
nected in parallel so as to reduce the
series resistance.
The power Iine is decoupled by

chokes L} and L2 and capacitors
C.-C6·

POWER SUPPLY
As rnentioned earlier; power may be
derived frorn the relevant audio equip-
ment into which the converters may
be built, but it may also be provided by
a discrete unit.
lt is, of course, better to use a dis-

crete power supply, since it being
derived from the audio unit may give
rise to hum and earth loops. In that
case, it may even be necessary to use
an output transformer to keep the var-
Ious earths separated.
A discrete power supply is simply

obtalned front a mains adaptor whose
output may be 8-35 V. Since the con-
verters already have a regulator on
board. and they draw a current of only

Completing the boards is straight-
forward provided the usual sequence
is followed: start with the resistors and
capacitors, followed by the chokes and
integrated circuits. 00 not use sockets
for the ICs. The Toslink ~ modules and
audio connectors may be soldered
directly to the board.
When the board has been com-

pleted give it a good going-over to
check that all connections are good,
that the polanty of capecitors has been
observed and that the Ks are fitted
correct1y. Note that the heat-conduct-
ing side of r(3 ls indicated by a small
white square. Figure 4 shows the com-
pIeted prototype.
The enclosure(s) used depend on

the application of the converters. If
they are used permanently far one
purpose only, the quality of the endo-
sure is not very important. lf they are
used for many purposes, a rather
more robust case is necessary.

[9700311

a few milliamperes, the demands on
the adaptor are small.
If the two converters are fitted in

one and the same case, just one mains
adaptor will da, otherwise each will
need its own, of course. If only one
mains adaptor is used. the regulator
may be omitted frcm Olle of the
boards and the +5 V and 0 terminals
on the two boards interlinked. Again,
take care that earth loops do not arise.

CONSTRUCTION
The converters are best built on the
printed-circuit board shown in Fig-
ure 3. Note that this needs to be cut
into two before any werk is done.

Elektor Electronics 4/97

Figure 4. Completed
prototype boards.

111 pass;l1g ...
Since fhe late 1970s, many new con-
sunzer technologies have pronzised
(threalened?) 10 trans/arm our lives.
Yet, fhe only really successful olle has
been that of the compact disk - CD -
iniroduced by Sony and Philips in 1982;
most of the other designer dreams have
nof come true. li/hy? There are several
reasons: tne new technology may not
have filled a market need; or it may not
have delivered what tt promised; or
maybe u was just too expensive.
Venture capitalists, 0/ which the

USA has many, but Europe, alas, has
hardly any, have a rule of tnumb,
known as the x l 0 rufe, whicli helps
thern decide which new technology to
back. Basically, the rule makes tnem
ask themselves the question: HWiIl the
COllsumer think the new device or
equipment is so much better (ten firnes)
than what it is replacing that it justi-
fies the change?"

In retrospect it seems, tnerefore,
that digital audio tape (DAT), intro-
duced by Sony and Philips in 1987, in
spite o[ its advantages over both the
CD and standard audio cassettes, did
not pass ttie rufe. Jt is naw only fouud
in specialist niches. Produetten has
been discontinued.
Then, in 1992, Philips introduced

the digital compact cassette (DCC) and
Sony the mini disc. The DCC has been
a total flop and the mini disc is today
only moderateiy successful in Japan
(although SOIlYis still promoting it harä
in Europe).
Another memorable flop is the video-

phone, first demonstrated in the USA ;11
the 1960s: producnon models did not
appear until the late 1980s (in Japan).
By 1990, fewer than 100,000 had been
sold world-wide; it is 110 langer in pro-
duction anywhere. Perhaps it will be
revived when the telephone and com-
puter will begin to werk together effi-
ciently (which. they do not as yet).
Robots, at least the general-purpose

type, have disappointed, too. They
bove not taken. oller the routine chores
oj OHr llves as was promised (joreseen
by many) all those years ago. Unlike
the DAT and DCC, however; they will
be reborne, but not until well into the
21st century.

1'975032[
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8-bit Microcontroller with 2 Kbytes Flash

Manufacturer
Atmel Corporation,
2125 O'Nel Drive,
San Jose. CA
95131. Tel. (408)
44H311, fax (408)
436-4200.
Atmel UK, LId., Coli-
seum Business Centre, Riverside Way, Camberley, Sur-
rey GU15 3YL Tel. (01276) 686677, fax (01276)
686697.
Internet: http://www.atmel.eom

Description
The AT89C2051 is a low-vonage, high-performance
CMOS 8-blt mleroeomputer wlth 2 Kbytes of Flash pro-
grammable and erasable read-only memory (PEROM).
The device is manufactured using Atmel's high-density
non-volatile memory technology, and is compatible with
the industry standard MCS-51™ instruction set and
pinout. By combining a versatile 8-bit CPU with Flash on
a rnonolithlc chp, the Atmel 89C2051 is a powerful
microcomputer which provides a highly flexible and
cost-effective solution 10 many embedded control appli-
cations.
The 89C2051 provides the following standard features:
2 Kbytes of flash, 128 bytes of RAM, 15 VO lines, two
16-bit tirner/counters, a live souree two-!evel interrupl
architecture, a full-duplex serlal port, aprecision ana-
logue comparator, on-chip oscillator and clock circuitry.
In addition, Ihe ATS9C2051 is designed with staue lagie
for operanon down 10 zero frequency and supports two
software selectable power saving modes. The Idle
Mode stops Ihe CPU whlle allowing the RAM,
tirner/counters, serial port and interrupt system 10 eon-
tinue functioning. The Power Down Mode saves Ihe
RAM contents but freezes the oscillator, disabling all
omer chip functions unlil Ihe next hardware reset.

Features
• Compatible w,h MCS-51™ Produets
• 2 Kbytes of Reprogrammable Flash Memory

Endurance: 1,000 Write/Erase Cycles
Data Retention: 10 Years

• 2.7 V to 6 V Operating Range
• Fully Statie Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz
• Two-Ievet Program memory Lock
• 128 x 8-Bit Internal RAM
• 15 Programmable 1/0 Lines
• Two 16-8il Timer/Counters
• Five Interrupt Sources
• Programmable Serial UART Channel
• Direct LED Drive Outputs
• On-Chip Analogue Comparator
• Low Power Idle and Power Down Modes

Application example
Flash EPROM programmer/emulator, Elektor Electronics
June 1996.

Pin configuration

PDIP/sOIC

AS:~ 1 20~VCC
(AXO) P3.? ~ 2 19 P P1.7
(TXO) P3.! ~ 3 18 ~ P1.6

XTAL2 [ .. 17 P P1.5
XTAL~~ 5 16~P1.4

(INTO) P3.2 [ 6 15 P P1.3
(1N'r1) P3.3 [ 1 14P PU
(TO) P3.~ ~ 8 13 ~ PU (AIN1j
(Tl) P3.5 [ 9 12 P Pl.0 (A!NO)

GNO ('1..:.:"'-_--',-'-, j-' P3.7

Pin Description
Vee Supply voltage.
GND Ground.
Port 1 Port 1 is an 8-bit bidirectionaJ VO port. Port pins
P1.2 to P1.7 provide internal pullups. P1.0 and P1.1
requlre external pullups. P1.0 and P1.1 also serve as
the posnve input (AINO) and the negative Input (AINI),
respectively, of the on-chip precision analogue com-
parator. The Port 1 output buHers can sink 20 mA and
can drive LED displays directly. When 1s are written to
Port 1 pins, they can be used as inputs. When
pins P1.2 to P1.7 are used as inputs and are externally
pulled low, they will source current (I[U because ot the
internal pullups.
Port 1 also receives code data during Flash program-
ming and program verification .
Port 3 Port 3 pins P3.0 to P3.5, P3.7 are seven bidi-
rectional va pins with internal pullups. P3.6 ls hard-

AT89C2051

Integrated Circuits
Microco ntro lIers

Special Function Registers
An overview of the on-chip memory area called the
Special Funorlon Register (SFR) space ls shown in the
table below. Note that not all 01 the addresses are occu-
pied, and unoccupied addresses may not be implement-
ed on the chip. Aead accesses to these addresses will
in general return random data, and write accesses will
have an indeterminate etfect. User software should not
write 1s to mese locations, since they may be used in
future prooucts to invoke new features. In mat case, the
reset or inactive values 01 the new bits will always be O.
Programming the Flash
The 89C2051 Is shipped w'h the 2 Kbytes ot on-chip
PEAOM code memory array in the erased state (i.e.,
conten1s = FFH) erd ready to be programmed. The
code memory array is programmed one byte at a time.
Once Ihe array is programmed, 10 re-program any non-
blank byte, the entire memory array needs to be erased

AT89C2051 SFR map anä raset values
Range: OAOH through OFFH

OA8H JE 00000000

DATASHEET 04/97

OBOH P3 11111111
OB8H IP XOOOOOOO

electrically.
Internal Address Counter: The AT89C2051 contains an
internal PEAOM address counter which is always reset
to OOOH on the rising edge of AST and is advanced by
applying a positive going pulse to pin XTAL1.

Programming Aigorithm: To program Ihe AT89C2051,
the following sequence is recommended:
1. Power-up sequence: Apply power between Vcc and

GND pins - Set RST and XTAL1 to GND - Wlth all
other plns floating, wait for > 1Oms.

2. Set pin RST to 'H' _ Set pin 3.2 to 'H'.
3. Apply the appropnate combinations of 'H' or 'I.: logic

levels to pins P3.3, P3.4, P3.5, P3.7 to seleet one 01
the programming operations shown in the PEAOM
Programming Modes table.

To program and verify the array:
4. Apply data for Code byte at loeation OOOHto P1.0 to
Pt.?

5. Raise AST to 12V 10 enable programming.
6. Pulse P3.2 once to program a byte in the PEROM

array or the lock bits. The byte-write cycle is selt-
timed and typieally takes 1.2ms.

7. To verify the programmed data, lower AST from 12V
to logie 'H' level and set pins P3.3 to P3.710 the
appropnate levels. Output data can be reao at the
port PI pins

8. To program a byte at the next address location,
pulse XTAL1 pin once to advance the internal
address counter. Apply new data to the port P1 pins.

9 Repeat steps 5 through 8, changing data and
advancing the address counter for the entre 2
Kbytes array or until the end of the object file is
reached.

10. Power-off sequence; Set Xtall to T - set RSTto 'L
- Float all other 1/0 pins -+ Turn Vcc power off.

lJaIä POlling: The 89C2051 features llata Polling to
indicate the end of a write cycle. Ouring a write cycle,
an attempted read ot the last byte written to will resun in
the complement of the written data on P1.7. Once the
write cycle has been completed, true data is valid on alJ
outputs, and the next cycle may begin. Wa Polling may
begin any time after a write cycle has been initiated.
Read!lJiiSy: The progress 01 byte programming ean
also öe monitored by the ADY/S"SVoutput signal. Pin
3.1 is pu lied low after P3.2 goes high durlng program-

OOOH PSW 00000000

OEOH ACC 00000000

OFOH B 00000000

Range: BOH through 9FH

81H SP 00000111
82H OPL 00000000
83H DPH 00000000

87H peON 00000000

88H TeDN 00000000

89H TMOD 00000000

8AH TLO 00000000

8aH TL1 00000000

8CH THO 00000000
8DH TH1 00000000

90H P1 11111111
98H seON 00000000
99H SBUF XXXXXXXJ(
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ming to indicate BUSY. P3.1 is pulled high again when
the programming is done to indicate READY
Program Verify: If lock bits LB1 and LB2 have not been
programmed, code data ean be read back via the data
lines for verification:
1. Reset the internat address counter to OOOHby bring-

ing RST fram 'l' 10 'H'.
2. Apply Ihe appropriate centrot signals for Read Code

data and read the output data at the port P1 pins.
3. Pulse pn XTAL1 onee to advance the internat
address couner

4. Read Ihe next code data byte at Ihe port Pl pins.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the entire array is read.
The lock bits ean not be verified directly. Verification of
the lock bits is achieved by observing that thair features
are enabled.
Chip Erase: The entre PEROM array (2 Kbytes) and Ihe
two Lock bits are erased electrically by using the proper
combination of control signals, and by holding P3.2 low
tor 10ms. The code array is written with all 15 in the
Chip Erase operation, and must be executed before any
non-blanä memory byte can be re-prnpramrned.
Reading the Signature Bytes: The signature bytes are
read by the same procedure as anormal verification of
loeations OOOH,001 H, and 002H, except thai P3.5 and
P3.7 must be pulled to a logic low. The values returned
are as folIows:
(OOOH)~ 1EH indicates manulaetured by Almel
(OOlH) ~ 21H indieates 89C2051
(002H) ~ FFH indieates 12 V pragramming

Flash Programming Modes

Programming the Flash memory
AT&9C2051

RDV/BSY '''' .~
ssoo saa "'"'"ses ""'"

PROGR>\MMING eas
MODESTABLE

'"

"''''
TO INCREMENT GND

ADOAESS COlJNTEJ1 '-'--'---- __

Verifying the Flash memory
AT89C2051

.. '" "'"~""'" "..
PRlGRAMMING ".MOOESTABLE

'"

Mode RS1 ~ P3.3 P3 4 P3 5 P3 7

Wr~e Code Datan.a 12V L H H H

Read Code üataru H H L L H H

Write Lock Bit - 1 12V H H H H

Write Lock B~ - 2 12V H H L L

Chip Erase 12V 1'1 H L L L

Read Signalure Byte H H L L L L

Notes:
1. The lnternal PERQM address counter is reset 10 OOOHon the rising edge of RST.
and is advancec by a positive pulse at XTAL1 pin.
2. Chip Erase reculres one 10ms PROG pulse.
3. P3.1 is pulled low during programming to lndicate RDY!BSV.

AT89C2051
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""DATA

"T

"'"DATA

wired as an input to the output of the on-chip cornoara-
tor and s not accessible as a general-purpose VO pin.
The Part 3 output buffers can sink 20 mA. When 15 are
written 10 Port 3 pins, they are pulled high by the inter-
nal pullups, and can be used as inputs. As inputs.
Part 3 pins that are externally being pulled low wlll
source current (lId because of the pullups.
Port 3 also serves the funcüons of vanous special fea-
tures 01 Ihe 89C2051 as lisled below:

Port PIß Alternate Functlons

P3.Q RXO (seral input porf)
P3.1 TXO (serlal outout port)

P3.2 TfiITö (extemal interrupt 0)

P3.3 mn (extemal interrupl 1)

P3.4 TO (timer 0 external lnputj

P3.5 T1 (timer 1 eternat inplJl)

Port 3 also receives some contral signals far F!ash pro-
gramming and programming verification.

Oscillator connections Block diagram
"--i

D... :

Cl

ONO

~:-~-1
9

XTAL>

XTAll

External clock drive configuration

EXTERNAL
OSCIUATOR XTAL1

SIGNAL

RST Reset input. All va pins are reset to 1s as soon as
RST goes high. Holding Ihe RST pln high lor !wo
machine cvcies while the oscillator is running resets the
device.
XTAl1 Input 10 the inverting oscüator amplifier and
Input 10 the internal clock operating circuit.
XTAl2 Output fram the inverting oscil!ator amplifier.

Oscillator Characteristics
XTAL1 and XTAL2 are the input and output, respectively,
of an inverting arnplltler which can be configured far
use as an on-chip oscil!ator, as shown below. Either a
quartz crystal or ceramic resonator may be used. To
drive tne cevice trom an external clock source, XTAL2
should be left unconnected while XTAL1 is driven as
shown in the second drawing. There are no require-
ments on the duty cycle of the external clock signal,
snce the input to ine internal c!ocking circuitry is
through a dlvlde-by-two Ilip-flop. but minimum and
maximum voltage high and low time specifications must
be observed.
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ST6-Realizer" V2.0
the CASE solution
I!ll ST6-Re.lizer I!II!IEI
Elle Edrt ~ew !:::!elp

~ReäTiie? ST6-Analyser STB-Simulator

Cl e ~-,
STB-Sch2Llb How 10 create Readme
ccoverter myowo

symbol

6 obje(t(s) 1.91KB

'"
The Healizer'", origi-
nally developed by

ACTUM Solutions, is
now available as a
CASE (Computer
Aided Software

Engineering) software
bundle geared to ST6
micracontrallers tram

SGS-Thomson.

The evaluation copy we received from
SGS-TI1omson was supplied in a small
cardboard box containing four disks in
an envelope. together with the 240-
page S'Tö-Realizerw user manual and a
much thinner booklet of 30-odd pages
covering, accordlng to the title. the
ST62 family, a1though the booklet real-
Iy discusses the ST622x kit (i.e., hard-
ware). The ST6-Realizer® package nor-
maIJy comes with a fat (700-page) data-
book which provides ample
information on all ST62xx famiJy mem-
bers and the different development kits
available for these microcontrollers.
These days, it is essential for micro-

processor code to be rapidly created,
easily transferable, fully tested and easy
to update. ST6-Realizer® allows fu.nc-
tions to be designed in the form of
block schematic diagrarns, before pro-
ceeding with a logic analysis of the pro-
ject, and then using simulation to test
its funetionality with the aid of simu-
lation objects. In the end, ST6xxx object
code is genera ted which is error-free.
Installing the software from back-

up eopies of the original diskettes is a
matter of minutes. The Installation
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proeedure ereates a window eontain-
ing six icons.
Although you may launeh any of

the four programs by double-clicking
on the respective iron, do bear in mind
that there has to be something to
analyse or simulate. or that diagram
data is available for eonversion front a
previous version.
Let's Iaunch the ST6-Realizer pro-

gram.
Because S'Tö-Realizerw runs under

Windows, and even under Win-
dows 95, it offers all advantages of this
user interface as far as ease of use is
coneerned.

Having defined a new project, you
may start by loading its diagram. At
this level you have variaus tools avail-
able wh ich are necessary to fill in the
different functicns. Once the diagram
has been drawn, you have to choose a
target component if YOli want to be
able to proceed with an analysis or a
simulation-run. The softwate enables
the following members of the ses-
Thomson 516 farnily to be simuJated:
ST6200, 201, 203, 208, 209, 210, 215, 220,
225,230,232,235,240,242,245,253,260,
263 and 265.

The analysis softwäre examines the di-
agram in respect of its legte tunettonal-
ity. Having launched the analyser, the

netlist is created, as weil as a cross-ref-
erence. Next, the aetual analysis is run.
whereupon the final object code for the
target system is genera ted. TI,e process
is accomparued by a fuU report of
what's going on and what has been
produced by the system. Unfortunate-
Iy, the length of the report is such that
it ean not be printed. Not to worry,
though, because it is easiyl transferred
to Notepad (W95). Provided the analy-
sts has finished properly, the system
has ereated a .ANA file, and you ma y
proceed with the simulation phase.
This level allcws you to test the be-

haviour of the appüeation created with
the Reahzere. In pracüce. an object is
subjeeted to a number of variable logic
conditions (stimuli) to see if it behaves
the way you want it to.

Finally, a symbol editing level is avail-
able whieh offers various possibilities.

A number of example projects are
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available to help you grasp the oper-
ating principles of the software.
The documentanon with the Real-

izer softwate is extensive and leaves
nothing to be desired. The user man-
ual in particular is worth mentioning
in this respect because it contains a
number of very useful examples.
Two minor criticisrns. to elose off:

although we came across many refer-
ences to Tuterial Movies, none of these
could actually be located. Perhaps
SGS-l1'lOmsonintends to publish these
on a future CD-ROM. Secondly, al-
though the package we received for
reviewing was clearly identified as
V2.0, we were surprised to see that it
contained a form for a free upgrade
ta ... version 2! f975029·1)
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•
An programmers using AMD chips
and/or software are well advised to
vistt the Vantis Corp. web site. Vantis
say that tneir nuszicn. is to provide its cus-
tomers with the 1I10St advanced cost-effec-
iiue soluticns Jor today und tomorroiu.
Well, The site has a lot of software in
store for you to download, as weil as
pointers to obtaining literatute. The
web address is:
http://www.vantis.eom.
Another interesting site is that of Cy-
press, one of the main players in the
field of programmable cornponents.
The web pages contain a11sorts of in-
formation on components and soft-
ware from Cypress. The web address
is:
http://www.eypress.com.
Another novelty, for US, at least, is the
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1', rullo!l y<l1tr r~nunenm on lhi • .,[0 11>w.bQl,,","""'SI~
1'1 dir"<', )"Itr lKhmra! quem"". l<> ~\If T~chnkal1il!i.!.!!i!!!."off:
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,
•

site publtshed by
Zilog, olle of the first
cornpanies acüvely
involved in mass pro-
duetion of micro-
processors (you may
remember their fa-
maus Z80 cru
which was very pop-
ular between 1975
and 1985). Zilog now
produces many high-
Iy interesting compo-
nents which go into the implementa-
tion of stand-alone or rurn-key sys-
tems. Have a look at
www.zilog.com.
The last site to be mentioned in this
month's quick tour is that of
fuzzyTECH®, one of the specialists on

fuzzy logic. AU fuzzy enthusiasts
should surf to
http://www.fuzzytech.com.
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